Students dropped from housing transfer deals
By TERESA CAVINESS
The card reads: For Sale: Housing Contract.
Room with a view. Loft
An eager commuter student spies the card and
rushes to the phone, hoping to be the first to contact
the dormitory resident who is trying to find a
replacement for his housing contract.
However, on campus rooms or housing contracts
are not directly bought or sold among students, according Chris Janosik, Associate Director of
Residence Halls and Commuting Student Services.
At no time time does money change hands between
students, nor is the cost of the contract ever subject to
negotiation, he said.
The housing office uses a different process, where a
student vacating a space on campus is refunded by
the university. The commuter who is assuming the

resident's contract obligation is billed for the
already-established room and board fee, Janosik
said.
THE HOUSING contract is a Finding contractual
agreement between the student and the university for
a full academic year. A student cannot be released
from his contract unless undue circumstances are
shown and an application has been approved.'
The full-year contract is required because the
university anticipates the number of rooms to be
filled based on generated revenues. "If we allow
students to come and go as they please, we might
have to raise fees in the middle of the year to refund
someone," Janosik said
To buy a resident contract, the Residence Halls
office makes room assignments, instead of permiting

a direct purchase between the student selling and the
student buying, he said. In the past, the student
purchasing a contract simply moved into the room
contract that he purchased on his own.
HOWEVER, THE process was not equitable, since
students who lived in the more popular dormitories
could easily find someone to take over their housing
contract, whereas those who lived in less desirable
locations had more difficulty, Janosik said
"This way, we assure everyone a more equal
chance of finding someone to take their place, be
dOGed.
Last semester, about 60 contract releases were
processed and ail of the spaces were filled.
(Continued on Page 10)
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iff in closet at JMU
'Nobody wanted to lead the parade'
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Football is his favorite sport
Often he can be found engrossed in
the sounds of Boston or Pablo Cruise.
Last semester his grade point
average was 2.5.
Lifting
weights
and
playing
backgammon are his hobbies.
Beer is his favorite beverage.
He would be considered a typical
James Madison University student,
except for one factor—he is gay.
Millions of men and women have
interacted sexually with same-sex
partners, according to "Homosexuality
in Perspective," an extensive study by
Masters and Johnson.
However, despite the growing
openess about homosexuality, it
remains a fairly closed subject at JMU.
A LITTLE-KNOWN organization
exists here for gay students at JMU,
according to one gay sophomore male.
The group meets once a week under a
program
entitled
"Alternative
Lifestyles," which is sponsored by the
JMU
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center, he said.
"These people are involved in helping
each other out," he said, adding that
the process has to be completed subtly.

'You feel tike you're
in cold storage.
The whole thing
is very quiet'

HOMOSEXUALITY Is a quiet issue
at JMU. according to one gay student,

Photo by Bill Tar«n«tto

but another estimates approximately
800 gays
attend the university.

According to Jon Mclntire of the
Counseling • Center,
"Alternative
Lifestyles" is a group for anybody
who's having questions about their
lifestyles. "It's not a gay group."
Lifestyles may include discussions of
whether a student chooses to remain
single or get married, or even how a
woman balances her desire to pursue a
career as well as marriage, Mclntire
said. "As with any group we conduct,
sexual concerns may be explored from
time to time," he added.
The atmosphere at JMU is not
receptive to homosexuality, according
to one JMU gay student. "I dor't let it
bother me," be said. "You feel like
you're in cold storage. The whole thing
is very quiet. Madison is a very conservative campus."

"I TRIED TO start an organization
last year for gays," said Art McDermott, a senior. "Lower people were
very supportive," he said, but higher
people in the adminstration disapproved.
—

———^——^—^—

'Idon't Haunt it but
neither do I fight it
I with other people
were more open'
The main stumbling block to the
gays' attempts to organize last year
was that they became overly embarrassed at the process required to
become a recognized student group at
JMU, according to Dr. Lacy Daniel,
dean of students.
No attempt was made to stop their
efforts, Daniel said, adding, "The
adminstration is making no ruling at
this point."
According to McDermott, the major
hindrance to his attempt was apathy
among gay students. "Everyone
wanted to jump on the band wagon but
no one wanted to lead the parade."
McDermott believes gays at JMU
will organize within the next five years
because they are becoming open about
their sexuality.
HOWEVER, STUDENT objections to
gay rights are prevalent on campus.
One JMU student who roomed with a
gay described his experiences. "Little
things made me wonder," he said. "I
wouldn't bring people into the room."
"Do you know what it's like to have
someone come in your room and leave
"Playgirl" lying around?" he asked.
"How would you like to wonder if you
were going to walk in on your roommate in bed with some guy?"
One gay student disagreed that
homosexuality is shunned here. "As
long as you come across as a person
first, it doesn't bother people," he said,
adding that when a gay begins "beating
people across the head"' about his
sexual preference that trouble results.
According to the gays interviewed,
the first feelings expressed after
discovering their own homosexuality
are suppressive.
(Continued on Page in
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Wilson Tc
By BOBBY GIRARDI
.By day, it is a symbol of
academia; by night, it looks
like the lantern atop a great
silent flagship, a glowing
beacon to the valley
To every James Madison
University student, the tower
atop Wilson Hall is probably a
familiar landmark. It adorns
class rings, calendars and just
about every other piece of
university paraphernalia. It is
possibly the most visible sight
on campus, and yet the Wilson
cupola is an enigma While the
cupola's presence may be
taken for granted, it still
remains a structure that
implies a certain amount of
mystery.
How many times have
students going to class
glanced up at it and wondered
for just a moment what was
up there? I'll admit that I
have been curious about it for
a long time, and I was
determined to find a way to
get in and find out the truth
about the place.
Over the years, the cupola
has inspired several interesting
rumors—some
believable, some not—that
continue to circulate among
students.
One of the most persistent
rumors tells about a girl who
supposedly commited suicide
by hanging herself in the

certain

.tower. But according to
Lawrence
Dove,
utility
engineer, "this is simply not
true. I have been working here
for 30 years now, and I've
never beard anything like
that. It seems that if
something had happened I
would have heard about it,"
Dove said.
Wayne Brown, assistant
director of records and a JMU
graduate also denied rumors
of a girl's tragic death. "I
heard rumors that the tower
was the make-out center of 20
years ago," he said, "but I
never heard anything about
anyone killing themselves up
there. There was a girl who
hung herslef in what was
called the Tunnel, though," he
added. The Tunnel was a
passage that ran from Ashby
to Harrison that has since
fallen into disuse and been
bricked over.
The
tower,
as
its
weathervane indicates, was
built in 1930 along with the rest
of Wilson Hall, and was added
to the hall to enhance the
semi-colonial architecture of
the building. "I believe the
cupola at one time was
required on all public
buildings,"
Brown
said.
"There's one on the courthouse in Harrisonburg and a
lot of other government
buildings."

Wagner, physical plant director. This photo
•The cupola was In pretty bad shape. The
looks up into the very top of the tower, which is
windows had been broken an pigeons were
kept locked.
using it for a nest,' according to Eugene
the newly-repaired clock and
glass of the window.
Until recently, according to
out a side door where an iron
I had the feeling of a
Eugene Wagner, physical
rung ladder leads to the blue
pioneer, but on rafters close to
plant director, the cupola was
sky and mass of rafters that is
me, student graffiti proved
apparently
ignored,
but
the cupola.
prior conquest: E.L. WAS
University President Ronald
"You better watch it up
HERE-70, PAM n AL-^71,
Carrier has instituted some
there," said Dove. "I won't be
WE WERE HERE TOO.
improvements.
responsible if you fall.'"
Later. 1 asked Mr. Dove
"Dr. Carrier had lights
installed in the cupola and
restored the clock which has
been out of order some
'anybody who would make-out up there
years," said Wagner. "The
cupola was in pretty bad
shape. The windows had been
either had to be crazy or desperate*
broken and pigeons were
using it for a nest. We really
The first ladder leads rather
about the graffiti. "There
had to clean it up; there was
shakily up to an intermediate
used to be classes up in Wilson
manure everywhere."
level; from there more ladHall," he said. "I guess some
But for me, the mystery still
ders, reaching into the tower.
students got into the cupola
persisted, what was inside the
Looking up toward the top of
and wrote their names. I bet
tower? Was there perhaps the
the dome, made me dizzy.
they'd like to come back and
remnants of a rope thrown
Way up there, over levels of
see that they're still here."
over a rafter? Finally I
rafters, beams and supports,
I could have gone higher in
arranged to be taken up there
small round windows throw
thecupoio u-t^JtflMtMPid.
and see for myself, with Mr.
light on the dust that is
it didn't look too' safe. I
Dove as my guide.
evrywhere.
The cupola is reached by
climbed down and out of the
The level where I was
• going up to the fourth floor of
place, into the little room and
standing runs the length of the
down the steps into Wilson.
Wilson and through some
building. I then climbed a
large oak doors that are
About the rumors, well,
ladder to the first stage of the
locked because files are
anybody who would make-out
cupola, where the great
stored behind them. Because
up there either had to be crazy
square
windows
begin.
of this the tower is not acor desperate, one roll and
Crouching on the platform
you'd fall off. As for the girl, it
cessable to students without
that supports the lights, their
special
permission
just didn't look like the kind of
lenses uttered by a million
place fit for suicide. Nobody
The doors lead to the access
dead bugs, I glimpsed snow
would find you, and since
room of the cupola. I went
you're all the way up there,
freshly falling on the quad
through this room into, the
why not jump?
through a crack in the frosty
much larger loft that houses

tfeVSMTa

TOE TOWER WAS BUILT hi MM, aleag with fee rest ef WUsea
Halt, and was added to the hall to enhance the wmi-c.lo.Ul aretdtsctare.
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Correction
Due to typing and editing
errors, Dr. William Weber's
explanation of the lottery
draft system in The Brcese
(Feb. 8), was inaccurate. The
article should have read:
Men with a 2S classification
were given student deferments until this system was
replaced with the lottery in
1969. Under the lottery, a man

with 1A status had a number
less than ISO, and a man with a
1H status had a number equal
to or above ISO.
lH status (incorrectly typed
as 4H in the article) had
nothing to do with student
deferments.
The Breese regrets any
confusion this error may have
caused.

GO FOR IT!
Schlitz makes it great.
Schlitz: the beer for the 80'd
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Winter weather takes its tollon automobiles
By TRICIA FISCHETTI
For Kristen, sometimes the
joys of finally owning her own
car are outweighed by the
problems.
This week, along with
classes, tests and her job to
Tvorry about, she has to find
the time and money to get her
car repaired.
"I've had one thing
wrong after another," s
said of her 1974 Toyota station
wagon. "Now, when 1 hit a
bump, the headlights go out."
She is like many other JMU
students who have' been
having car troubles while at
school, especially during the
cold weather. About 3,800
resident
and
commuter
students' cars are registered.
"During the winter, we
sometimes average 10 or 15
dead battery calls a day,"
Chief of Campus Police
William Wilberger said.
Wilberger said Security can
not use their aolice vehicles
for start-ups,
lend jumper} \ cables
students.
Dead
common car problem JMU
students report, according to
Wilberger.
He recommended
that
students make sure they have
a good battery for cold
weather and to check its water
level regularly.
Wilberger also advised
resident students to move
their cars to student lots when
snow is predicted overnight or
during the weekend. "People
who wait until the last minute
and then get stuck cause us all
AWWW^W

Dead batteries most common problem here

PtKrto by Bill iarang«lo

NANCY THOMPKINS is learning to handle her own car
problems by taking an auto repair mini-course sponsored by the
UPB.

.•.'jinTrrrrrrrrT*******"*—"""——*

kinds of parking problems,"
he said.
If.an illegally-parked car
has more serious problems
than a dead battery and needs
service, the owner should
notify Security. Wilberger
said that the car should be
moved within two or three
days. "We have to crack down
on this," he said, "or students
will take advantage of us."
Having your car towed for
service can be expensive. The
College Phillips 66 station on
Port Republic Road charges
$15 to tow a car from JMU to
their station for service. Their
jump start service Is $5.
Phillips 66 receives about
three calls a day from JMU
students, with half of them
being battery
problems,
according to a station attendant.
City Gulf and Interstate
Shell on East Market Street
also charge $15 for towing
services.
Some students save money
by working on their own cars.
Gino Bell, a JMU sentor,"grew up around cars" by
working at a gas station for
about six years. "I can usualy
tell what's wrong with my car
by the way it sounds," he said.
He recommends keeping a
car's gas tank at least half-full
in cold weather to keep water
from forming in the gas tank.
All fluid levels must be
properly maintained, he said.
Some student car-owners

are learning about routine
repairs and upkeep by taking
the auto repair mini-course
sponsored by the University
Program Board. Swanson
Williams is the course instructor.
For students who do not
drive their cars every day,
Williams recommends
starting the car up every three
to four days. But, since the
starter takes more current
than any other car part,
Williams said that the motor
must run for at least five
minutes for the battery to be
effectively charged.
Williams said the best thing
to keep the car body looking
good in cold weather is to keep
the car washed. "Finishes on
most newer cars don't need
much waxing," he said.
Cathy Carlson, a JMU
senior, is one of the students in
Williams' auto repair course.
A proud new car-owner,
Carlson said, "I feel if I start
out right, I can prevent any
problems I might have with
my car."
"Basically, I've seen too
many people who don't know
anything about their cars get
into trouble."
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By THERESA BEALE
Two girls in dark sweatsuits
run along Port Republic Road
at night with only the white on
their shoes glowing in the
darkness.
.
•
If the runners would wear
light-colored clothes, they
could easily identify themselves to motorists and
prevent potential mishaps,
according to Director of
Campus Police Alan MacNutt.
MacNutt has been getting
"bad vibes" from observing
the lack of such safety
precautions among student
joggers here. Last week a
member of the women's cross
country and lacrosse teams
was assaulted when she attempted to stop a sidewalk
argument downtown during
her daily run.
That incident may have
been avoided if the runner had
called the police from a

downtown business, instead of
confronting her assailant,
MacNutt said.
Although last week's incident is unprecedented by
any similar cases involving
student runners, all joggers
should be aware of safety
precautions for running on or
off campus and at home, he
said.
iViacNUTT compiled a
safety booklet while he was
director of public safety at the
University of Bridgeport in
Connecticut. Here are some
of his tips for safe jogging:
-Run defensively. Know the
neighborhood well and know
where to go if you need help.
James Madison University's
campus is large enough for
any length of run, according to
MacNutt. He advises students
to run on campus where the
campus police have the

Commuters to organize
basketball tournament
The Commuter Student
Committee decided Tuesday
to attempt to organize a
basketball tournament.
According to Doug Marshall, CSC's newly-elected
sports
coordinator,
the
tournament not only would
£ve money to the treasury,
it would allow the commuters a chance to communicate with the on-campus
students, as well as a chance
to develop
relationships
throughout the community in
a
sports
oriented
environment.
Questions were raised as to
how many teams will be
allowed to register, the fee for
registration and whether the
tournament will consist of
single or double elimination
games.
One obstacle, according to
Marshall may be "not mat
many teams are going to pay
a large fee for a single

elimination -tournament.
That's one reason the tournament might extend from a
Friday through a Sunday, so
we can conduct double
elimination games."
The CSC is considering
Eastern Mennonite High
School as the location for the
basketball tournament. In
addition to the school's central
location, it houses good
playing facilities for a
reasonable price, Marshall
said.
Details of the tournament
will be investigated further by
the committee.
The organization of a softball intramural team for
interested commuter women
and a second Massanutten ski
trip also were discussed.
the resignation of Debbie
Rittenhouse as office staff
coordinator was accepted,
and Debbie Stoner was
assigned to replace her.

jurisdiction to protect them.
-Run facing traffic.
Pedestrian rules also apply to
runners!
-Wear
light-colored or
reflective clothing
when
jogging at night.
Day-glo
colors are especially good for
night running, MacNutt said.

Last week
a woman was
assaulted
-Let someone know where
you're going and when you
will return.
-Run with a partner.
-Wear a whistle to summon
help if necessary. A police or
bobby's whistle is good, in
addition to pressurized shriek
alarms, MacNutt said. Some
runners carry a can of dog
repellant that could also be
used on an assailant, he said.
-Be alert for troublemakers. If you see something
suspicious ahead, alter your
route.
-Get the license number of a
car that seems suspicious or if
an incident has occurred.
Note the occupants so you can
describe them later.
-Call the police if an incident
occurs or if
you feel
threatened.

JMU's Other Campus
in

•

TUITION: 12 to 18 hours
JMU credit for courses in art
literature, theatre, history,
government, and others.
Choose from six courses plus
London studies and independent study options. 4
British instructors, one JMU
instructor.
* ACTIVITIES:
Frequent
field trips to famous sights,
Theatre
tickets,
group
banquets, excursions to such
places as Cambridge, Oxford,
Stonehenge, Stratford.

normal fees you get,..
t ROOM: Across the street
from the University of London. In walking distance of
most major points of interest.
5 mins. from British museum.
12 mins. from Piccadilly
Circus.
c
BOARD:
Large English
breakfast daily.
Ample
weekly allowance fro lunch
and dinner.
c EXTRAS:
PROGRAM
Physician. Midterm vacation
for free time to visit other
places in Europe.

Application lorm foi Semester in London. Mail bv March 10.

T»rm •* Lltftt at
JMUttoat
434.7948-,

London, England

for $1,475 above
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ALL JOGGERS should be aware of safety precautions for
running on or off campus and at home. This Jogger is running
down Harrison burg's Main Street sidewalk.
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D-hallto study"
«

Pendirm student reaction,
alt«^ Dining
H&
contracts
for
rMkkmt
sbjdVnts
could
become
available next StmMtor.
£eordfci toTh. chairman oi
5Jrs3d«t Government
Addon's food service,
advisory committee.£?,/

alternative diningcontracts.
M^aiudentowi*the21.
rnMl pbn don't Ml hn
imirloa the week or any
af.all « mmi.ww..
Davison- said It', noltolr to
naki student, subsidise the
contract, of otters for meals
they'renot Mting, be said

officiate are preparing a
2Ssurveytot?2vt>to
10 percent <* the written
students to see how many
would be tttfereated to .witching to a 14- or Mta) plan,
instead of the full 2l-meal
plan.
^Presently residents are
required to buy the full 21meal plan, while commuter,

studtnts deciding to choose a
snudkr mMl pta*the price
pf the 21- meal plan would
have to raised, Davison said,
The price 'faera^ * to
determine now, but it might
range anywhere from $30 to
$40 a semester, he said.
"Each iadlMdnftl aJisnU
have the responsibility of
paying for only the number of

,G
,»'tfa
*JS5:, t^wv******reported that Dining Hall up- the loss in revenue from

tneaJ.be normally eats each
wseV* Davison noted
Completed results of the
survey will be used by the food
service, advisory committoe
to determine whether offering
alternatives
"would be
beneficial
to student.,"
Davison Mid Dining Hall
officials should agree to adopt
the alternative meal plan if
enough students wow an
interest in it and if they can
offer the plan at a great
enough savings u compared
to the 2i-meal plan, he Mid.
'

'
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THE RESOLUTION to
adopt alternative meal plans
hw already been approved by
the SGA senate and executive
council.
In other business at
Tuesday's
meeting, . a
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Treasurer Jeff Bolander
reported the SGA contingency
fund contains $5,209, which
doesn't include $1,000 received
from the SGA's used book
sale.
Mark Wienbic will assume
the duties of Greg Dawson

who-recently resigned M the
senator forGlkelWl
council meeting, officers
approved' a $879 expenditure
to send the Rugby CkaMo the
Gras Rugby
\ $100 to pursecurity
number
sticker, for' aA campus
telephones, and $200 for The
annual Samuel Page Duke
Award for the student with the
highest scholastic average in
the Junior das., trfpgtveooo
Honor's Day.
Y
About $100 remains in bad
checks from the SGA used
booksale, Treasurer Jeff
Bolander told the executive
council, and a proposal to
obtain trash containers for
Showalter Apartments mi
tabled by the group.

Faculty request an
overhaul of salary
distribution policies

ftfftfll
Ceaae

proposal bySem Snead wae
™&J" *• Sf*^"?
Grounds committee to study
InjiJiBpewem^thslesjaft
made to improve the
•'inadequate drainage**
system at the sidewaH behind
the Warren University Union.
Water now tracked in from the
sidewalk csuses a dangerous
situation with both the stairs
and floor being slippery, he
said
A proposal to give Circle K
$660 WM sent to the finance
commute for further study.

By BOBBY GIRARD1
According to questionnaires
made available to all teaching
faculty at James Madison
University by the Faculty
Senate Concern. Committoe,
75 percent of JMU faculty
think there is a need for a
salary distribution plan that is
different from the one
currently employed
The questionnaires returned
by 216 faculty members also
indicated other faculty salary
preferences which formed the
basis of a proposal to overhaul
JMU pay policies presented
by Dr. Roller at the Faculty
Senate meeting a week ago.
"Ninety-three percent of
faculty support the concept
that a salary plan should
include a provision for an
automatic cost of living ad
justment," said Roller in
describing the returns from
the questionnaire;" 85 percent
support a salary plan mat
includes some type of
provision for merit, but 80
percent no merit increases
unless all faculty members
have received a cost of living
increase, and 49 percent
support a salary plan that has
definite step increments."
From these returns, the
Concerns Committee devised
as new salary plan which calls
for a definite step increment
pay program as currently
used for »Jiose in gov-snmint
sevices. According to the
committee report, "Salary
scales established for each
rank shall include seven increment steps. These increment steps should be
determined by a fixed percent
increase for each rank that
reflect.
current
salary
range.."
"State funding received by
JMU is being distributed in a
manner that does not give
every faculty member an
equal coat of living ad
justment," Roller Mid "We
need a salary plan that encourages increment.," he
continued. "This arrangment
would enable a person to keep
his relative position in the
salary rrnge.
The most debated aspect of
the plan when presented to

member, of the Faculty
Senate, . WM the relatively
little emphasis it places on the
awarding of merit increases,
a policy that provides bonuses
for excellence in teaching.
The Concerns Committee plan
call, for merit wage increases
only after cost of living increases, step increments and
additional salary increases
have been provided.
There WM considerable
opposition to the plan among
faculty members who MO the
deemphasizing of merit in
their pay policies as encouraging lower teaching
standards. "It is a thrust
towards mediocrity of performance, putting merit so
low on the scale," one senate
member said.
Roller pointed out that the
new salary distribution plan
would aid faculty buying
power which has been
severely damaged by inflation. "Faculty salaries
have been diater'.rd because
of inflation," Roller said. "A
raise is an increase in purchasing power. We have not
had that since 1972."
"I know we've been losing
money every year," another
faculty member said, "but
getting merit is fun, you can't
ignore its psychological effects."
Because of the diverse
faculty opinion, the plan was
tabled until the next Senate
meeting to allow delegates a
chance to discuss it with
members of their respective
department..
Other Faculty Serate
business included a brief
address by Dr. Thomas
Stanton, vice president of
academic affairs, and the
presentation of plans for a
faculty-student forum to be
held March IS in Chandler
Hall
Topics to be discussed at the
forum will include the JMU
honor coda, student and
faculty responsibilities,
general studies, and the
academic atmosphere at
JMU. "It is an opportunity to
Bleach other's viewpoints, to
ten to each other," said
BUker Boiling, chairman of
toe forum lorninlttes.
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eMES(k
'mWAl FOOD*
AT PEOPLES FREE*

WELCOMES STUDENTS
with:

COMPARE THESE PRICES:
LOCAL YELLOW CORN MEAL
LOCAL WHOLE WHEAT FLOOR
RAISINS
POPCORN
_
OLD FASHIONED ROLLED OATS
LOCAL WILD FLOWER HONEY
PEANUTS »
FRESHLY. GROUND CINNAMON
STICK CINNAMON
UNPROCESSED BRAN
PEANUT BUTTER
10 per cent DISCOUNT with
this ad thru FEB. 20 We have
a wide selection of herbal teas
and spices, unsalted peanuts

Stop
In

■

$23 lb

$.239
$1.47 lb
$.29 lb
$.32 lb
$.80 lb
$.95 lb
$.80 lb
$.35 lb
$41 lb
$1.32 Ih

and natural cheeses. Lots of
new items including candles,
varieties of local crafts, and
Austrian Prisms.
i

OPEN DAILY 10-5.FRI.10-7
(closed Sundays)
Phone 434-6078
Located on Rt. 42 across from
the Mennonite Nursing Home.
Bring your own containers
and
SAVE!

Tim
Body Stop
presents our

TRADITIONAL PRESIDENT'S
BIRTHDAY SALE
BEGINS MONDAY, FEB. 18fh
Numerous items

reduced to 1/2 price

:
:

■
a

• BEER SALES
EVERY WEEKEND*
(no beer sales between 12-6.am)

-Kegs -Plenty of gas -Soft Drinks
-Health & Beauty Aids -Ice -Pizzas

TSTST

-OPEN 24

Sandwiches -Candy HOU RS
-24 hr. Film service
434-7444
A

. j-inj-irj-iri virrrrcccrrrrrri*■ ■ T " " ^—»^»^^*■■ ■ ■ _!_______■»■_____________■__■_■■

Werner's Party Package Store
Thurs. - Sun.

AAichelob World's Greatest Beer
2.39
Budweiser & Busch Prem. King of Beers 2.09
Natural Light
2.09
1.99
Old English 800 Malt Liquor "New"
Schaefer Prem. Brew
1.49
*M9
Moosehead Canadian Brew Lager
Bud- Busch- Longneck Bar Bottles
7.49
5.99
Blue Ribbon Prem. Bar Bottles

Shirts, Shirts,. Sweaters,
Blazers
and oiher Items too numerous
to mention

The PurpU Building On The Court Square
t North Main St., Harrlsonbura
OpenThursday and Friday Night* "til* p.m.
Opan Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Master Charge and Visa

Free Ice

Keg Room Specials
-

"*•

Pabst Blue Ribbon 7 Vi gal.
Old Milwaukee 7'/a gal.
Bud & Busch 15 gal.
Schlitz - Golden Gusto
Winter Olympics Special
.._*-' *"«__"•■

Men's and Ladies Tops,

'i.

V

'9

13.95
15.95
26.95
26.95

ICE— SNACKS— FROZEN FOODS— PARTY SUPPLIES—
Coca Cola Qts. 3/1.00
Pepsi Cola 2 liter .99
Photo Processing Fast 24hr. service
30% discount
. i
9I5S. High St.
juT-rui-nj_n_n_n_n.n_n.nr

..--_-_

« *«

MMM NM

■

■•

.■■

■
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Honor Advisory Board 'cleans up procedure'
By TRIC1A FISCHETT5
The Honor Advisory Board
approved changes Monday in
the wording of the Honor
Council's current constitution.
"We're
not
changing
policies,"
Dr.
Raymond
Dingledine, board chairman,
said, "We're cleaning up
procedure."
One of the constitutional
changes proposed by Dr.
William
Nelson,
Honor
Council coordinator, and
approved by the board was to
delete
the
option
of
withholding a plea pending
presentation of evidence as

stated
under
procedures.
*■*■
"If a student withholds a
plea," Nelson said, "the
presiding
officer
would
present a plea of not guilty."
Another change in the
written hearing procedure
approved by the board was to
revise the item dealing with
honor violations during the
last few weeks of a semester
or during summer session.
The
statement
was
reworded to read: "If a
student is accused of an Honor
Code violation during the last
few weeks of the spring

semester, or during the
summer session, the case will
be heard by a university
hearing officer, or, in the
event that the witnesses are
not available, the case will be
postponed until the fall
semester and heard by the
Honor Council
Some changes also were
approved on records of an
honor case on page 45 of the
Student Handbook.
The explanation should
read, "copies of the decision
are sent to the student's
parents (for students under 18
years of age), the vice-

experience
to your degree.
You've changed a lot of
opinions since you entered college. You
know a deprive may be the"door-opener
for a future career But, you know a
degree is no guarantee.
s Today's job market demands
more than a degree. Corporations look
for "take charge" attitudes in their new
executives.
So get a head start on your
peers. They'll be competing with you
for the best jobs later on.
Army ROTC provides a head
start in leadership and management
experience. With Army ROTC, you
don't just read about it. You do it.
It's not too late to take
charge. You can accomplish four.veal's'
work in two years.

Sesidents for academic afire and student affaire and
the Honor Council coordinator.^
It was decided to delete the
word "procedure" from the
description of an entry made
on a student's record if the
decision is to terminate or
interrupt a student's attendance at JMU. "This
removes any suggestion mat
we're writing something on a
permanent record we'll have
to erase later," Nelson said.
Honor
Council
VicePresident
Susan
Hobbs
proposed changes in the
constitution concerning appeals that were approved.
The handbook states that
any student found guilty of an
honor offense shall have the
right to appeal for cause.
Hobbs moved that the phrase
"for cause" be deleted.
The reason for the deletion
is that no student has been
denied an appeal, according to
Dingledine.
In other business, Gary
Beugnet, SGA commuter
senator, presented a bill of
3>inion recommending the
onor Council initiate more

statutes of punishment and
consider the factor of intent in
all honor cases.
The SGA senate approved
the bill of opinion last week by
one vote.
Dingledine disagreed with
the bill of opinion, saying that
"from the philosophy of the
Honor Advisory Board," there
is more than one penalty for
an honor violation.
The minimum punishment
for an honor violation conviction would be a onesemester suspension, according to Dingledine. More
severe punishment would
include more time suspended
or expulsion, he added
Beugnet also charged that
most students do not know
what the Honor Council is and
what it does.
He
suggested
polling
students on the SGA election
ballot as to how aware they
are of the Honor Council and
JMU's honor code.
Honor Council President
Kevin Rack said he will begin
working on a survey of student
attitudes concerning the honor
pledge and the Honor Council
in die next two weeks.

HOUSE PLANTS

To add experience to your
degree contact Capf, Don H#n|#y

t«4. 433-6355

...

.

COME SEC OUR
BCAUTIFUL SELECTION
GREEN $ FLOWERING
PLANTS
CANDLES -ZS% 0FP

mam&oiwM GmdM GiadtK
#3*-St3t

Zots 8.MAINST.

Army ROTC. Learn what it takes to lead.
Qustom

Auto

Repair

Specializing in Body Work as well
as mechanical repairs.
We fix domestic and foreign cars.
182 Patterson St. (near JMU)
434-7133

Th« ENTERTAINMENT AMUSEMENT COPA ESCNTS

To some lucky Tiffany Bride!
Register at any Tiffany's location
before drawing on April 15. No
purchase necessary.
"Virginia's Largest Selection of
Bridal Fashions"
NORFOLK
Military Circle Mall
461-1690
PETERSBURG
RICHMOND
Walnut Mall 3120 West Cary St.
861-4140
355-4522
HAMPTON/NEWPORT NEWS
Newmarket North Mall
827-0390

SPECIAL GUEST

38 SPECIAL
SUNDAY, MARCH 2, 8 PM

TOOTS: $7.50 UNITED ADVANCE FESTIVAL SEATING

Sun??2F5!i.Sf■££E?£r™£2.SALEM

CMC ENTEH p

' ° BOX BOG.

SALEM CIVIC CENTER
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recession, to
'Next week the price would be higher'

By MAUREEN RILEY
In the informal atmosphere
of Chandler Hall's lounge. Dr.
Ronald Carrier (poke as an
economist Tuesday night.
Temporarily putting aside
his row as James Madison
University President, Carrier
predicted economic trends for
fiw 1980s with the authority of
his doctorate in economics.
He was asked to speak at the
class, Chandler Colloquium,
by Terry Bandy, student
coordinator for the class The
one-credit course meets once
a week and relies on speakers
at each meeting to lecture the
class on the semester's theme.
This semester's theme is "The
Challenge of the 1980s."
According to Carrier, the
nation will experience a mild
recession
this
year;
something that has been

predicted for the past two
years.
ECONOMISTS had
forecasted a recession for
1978, but were surprised with
the continued purchasing by
consumers. "We didn't anticipate that; we thought
buying would fall," Carrier
However, consumers were
anxious to purchase for fear
that "next week the price
would be higher," Carrier
said, adding that this trend is
termed inflation psychosis.
Consumers bought goods with
money from their personal
savings and loans which
resulted in "consumers owing
more money now than they

ever have in recorded
history," Carrier said.
Because Americans have
reached their debt limits, they
have restricted purchasing
power; therefore. Carrier
predicted a recession this
year will become a realilty.
But it won't compare with the
17-month recession of 197475—the most serious since
1946-and should end by this
August.
A new monetary policy,
enacted in October, will
minimize the impact of this
year's forecasted recession.
Under this policy, the Federal
Reserve doesn't control interest rates, but is more
concerned with money supply,
Carrier said.

THE LENGTH of the 197445
recession
negates
the
"tranquil 70s"image, Carrier
said. Socially the decade was
considered peaceful,
especially when compared to
the riots and turmou of the
€0s, he said. However, the
economic situation of the 60s
was tranquil and "quite
good," while the 70's were
tumultuous
economically,
Carrier said.
He was alternately optimistic and pessimistic about
the 1960s, but said it will be
one of "growth and innovation."
Carrier made these other
predictions for the decade:

—taxes will soar

—there will be no end to

inflation
—prices for everything will
double
—interest rates will fluctuate between 10 and 15
percent
—the best investment will
be stock
—homes will be smaller , .
—the predominant age
group will be those from ages
25 to 44.
—computers will have a
strong Impact on everyone's
dailylives.
-"sunbelt" areas of the
country will gain populace as
le move from urban
centers.
—a four-day work week will
be the norm
—staying physically fit will
be emphasized
—breakthroughs in the
electronics field will occur.

^VSONBURG DUTC
Feb. 1924 8:00pm
Matinee Feb. 23 1:30 pm
Tickets:
$3.00
Adult
JMU ID
$2.00
other students $2.50

Typical Reductions:

Old Price New Price
i^n
* .59
Kettle of SOUD
I3»
r
«•
%
AM M.39
Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato Sandwichh
1WS M.49
Tuna Salad Sandwich
239 *1.99
Bacon/Cheese Burger
$
53rW 2.59
Country Salad Bowl
3^» *2.99
Chicken Pot Pie
543* *3.99
Baked Lasagna

RESERVATIONS
433-6260

"Cocktails Available"
"Breakfast Available all Hours"

Cite

AND THIS FREE COUPON
SAVES YOU EVEN MORE!

New York Style Pizza
* Beet- Prices in Town *
-Large

Medium

Small

3.50—

-2.75
-3.25
-3.75
-4.25

-4.00—

1 Topping
2 Toppings
I 3 Toppings (or more)

1
I

-4.75— —4.25—
-5.50—
5.00—
4,9—

5.50—

I
c

j 50 Off Any Pizza with coupon
Offer expires Feb. 28
I
I

.,

CLIP HERE——-

YOU AND YOUR GUEST ARE
INVITED TO ENJOY ONE *V
.¥*
*
»«

.55 a slice (plus .15 a topping)
STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping

I

I

CIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
77S E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00 - Midnight
Friday-Saturday* Monday 11:00-lam

i~

._„

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A SECOND
MEAL OF EQUAL VALUE - BEVERAGE INCLUDED
Valid Only at Harrisonburg, VA

k

I
I
I
ail

I
V
•

I
Dutch Pantry Family Restaurant II
I
1005 E. Market St. 434-9808
I
I
Hrs. of Operation 6 am- 10 pm
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
g I
CASH
I
Offer Expires February 29.1980
VALUE 1/20C

TtfpfeitfcKMptrtiwmiattiawattip.
BOOK YOUR BANQUET
WITH US NOW
Many Spring dates still open.

Iwm

erraGe

433-8181

HESTAUMKT

FREE*
SPEAKER
* Buy 1 at $99.95 and Get the 2nd
Speaker Absolutely FREE

60 Watts, Top Rated
5 Year Worranty

Orchestra applicants to be accepted
The Alexandria Symphony
Orchestra is accepting applications for its fourth annual
scholarship competition to be
held on March 22, i960 at John
Tyler school in Alexandria.
This competition is open to
all undergraduate students
who reside or attend school in
the
commonwealth
of

Virginia. Contestants must
perform a movement of a
concerto on the piano, or any
of the orchestral string or
wind instruments.
Up to three $300 cash prizes
will be awarded, and at least
one of the winners will be
invited to solo with the orchestra.
Prizes will be

awarded at the concert performance of the Alexandria
Symphony
Orchestra
on
March 23, I960.
Application deadline is
March 1, 1960. Application
froms and information may be
obtained from Mrs. John H.
Sullivan, 4300 Ivanhoe PL,
Alexandria, Va. 22304, or. by
calling 370-3039.

GEORGE
BIRTHINGTON'S 40Z Belt Drive Fully
Automatic Turntable
WASHDAY
$98
BIIIC

%:%

'E3P
r-\

MAKE AN OFFER!

1t«i

JVCFron,

Audio Technica ATI 1
Magnetic Cartridge

SAVE '30

ACE Hot Lick *15

loading Cassette
Deck, Dolby, Timer
Record, 5 peak L.E.D.]
.06% WOW, Slow
Damped Door

We have several one of a kind ,
discontinued, scratch & dent, etc.
no reasonable offers refused
(no dealers)

save $40 $179

26 Pleasant Hill Rd.
434-4722
Across from Shank
Apartments no. I

YAMAHA
ACOUSTIC
GUITAR

SAVE S50
-<..J

NOW '119"
W FREE CASE
Spruce Top.
Mohogciy Bock And
Sides ONE YEAR
WARRANTY AND FREE
ADJUSTMENT

uitar Strings]
2 for l
Buy one setget one free

SJ?
Panasonic Video Recorder

JENSEN

6"x9"
|Open 9.5 Daily| COAX KIT

9-9 Friday
ISale thru Mon
February 18

6 Hour Capability, Records & Plays On
Any TV, 24 Hour Digital Clock, Remote
Control

SAVE $300 NOW ^895

SAVE $3<

^ $47

LECTRIC a

-

V
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release, w-ith those desiring
contracts '•'■ .'_ ; . .■ J
"If we released names, a
student" could go through 100150 names before ever finding
someone who could take over.
his contract,'' he'said
«
An accurate waiting list is
hard to maintain he said,
estimating that" "200 students •
currently
want -campus
housing
/
Commuter students wanting
to obtain campus Housing are
urged to maintain as much
flexibility with their lease as .
possible.
Janosik
said
Therefore, if a space is
vacated, a student has more of
a chance to move on campus

.Continued from Page 11
The student's obligation to
the contract is automatically
terminated upon, withdrawal,
graduation, student teaching
or other-.? academic field
placement, or marriage
But with approval, a .student
can terminate his contract for
.other reasons" "Janosik said
the most common reason for
students wanting to move off
, campus is to experience living
in an apartment before
graduation.

OTHER sTLDFNTS want
to live with frie'nds who have
already moved off campus, he
added, while spme students
move off campus to reduce
WHFN MAKING room
room and board costs
assignments, the housing,
The housing office does not
office " gives those students
assist students with the
who are already in 'residence
-premature—tormina tic
"-«r^-«h-a-A^mtiflg-Ust-.their contracts by advertising
,to move first priority for room
their availability Also the "* location, h«*-*a'id '"'If someone
office does not maintain name ris already in a residence hall,
and address lists, or-match
we think he fs entitled to the
those students requesting
best space," he added.

: »

Debaters advance to
semifinals competition
received an award a.- ,:ne
tournament'"^ - -'^xtb
debater
,
, JMl'-s (imior varsiiv debate
■:■..•. I (I
■• . .*"la.cu->/"an:!
■:ie Sturm, advanced to
the semifinal! W the. juniorvarsity e/impetition before,
jiobjng to a - '■' :rom Fair.- moht Mali' ''oliege.
Sturm was n^imed 4he..third
best ■ debater in the junior
varsity
compefition
and
. ■ •■
.- nafiaed the competition s fourth best debiier.
.>JMU was the only school in
the tournament to havi a
teiirn' reach the sermfiniis in

James ' Madison
Th-University \;irs»t> debate
team of Steve Hunger and
'Johr Humphreys advanced to
the "semifinals round, of
competition recently at -the
George Mason, University
Debate
Tournament
in
Fain':;'.. Va

!■ ilsinger atid Humphrey^
compiled a • . : e« ord in the
En : mntary, competition The
' N-ci'rd. "l a:;\ team m tbl
vW ■:':• division, but they lost
a'split decision lo ajeam fron
the ir.ite.i States Ns
■in_v :. thSe semifinals v
Humphrevs-was named toe
second >x';i debater m .
'i». d Hoi&inger

l)Ol!'
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FFB. .25-26
Warren University/
Union
9:00 am-4:30 pm
'. .

Sign up today
oiyn
touuy tor
rui imerviewi
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P^oce Corps VISTA
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Medical "society

'

*

Urn club
There Will be. la Fwrnxlub
meeting and discussiomof the
film following' the Sunday
night movie in Room B of the
Campus Center

Statistics careers

n

■
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Comm. Arts

The JMU- Medical Society,
will- meet at 6:00 'p.m..
Wednesday, in Room C of the
WUU. Dr. Eugene Harper, a
surgeon at RMH will be the
featured speaker* All members and interested -persons
are encouraged to attend
■ *

' •

There will be another sixpercent solution for Comm
Arts majors, .faculty, and .
invited guests from- 8-T.l p.m.,
Feb 26, in the Shenandoah
Rodm Tickets are only $1.50
for all.you can drink and can
be purchased from the
secretaries' at Wine-Price.
WMRA, TFC, and Wampler
Tickets will be on sale through
Feb 22 You must have a
ticket to enter and no tickets
will be sold at the' doot

UPB openings .

Tbe Concert Committee, of
Jhe..Program
:. .-.-University
— T4«MV!«the^ies-^4ubr-PH
MU Epsilon. and The D.ept of Board is now accepting apMathematics and Computer plications. Six positions .are
Science are pleased to present open Stop by-the UPB office
pr Klaus Hlnkelmann. from for, an application
JMU art student., Ta'mmie
the Dept. of Statistics at Va
Tech ' Who will speak; on", Turner, will- exhibit", recent
.■'Careers ifj Statistics at 5;30 works in a show called "Offset'' The exhibition will Be at
|J m Wednesday', in Burruss
•
\
Zirkle House, from Feb 4&-21
J4

Engineering club
The JMU Engineering Club
& Physics Society .will be
going skiing at Massanutten,
Feb 21'. Meet in Burruss Lot
■ at 5:00 p.m. Lift is $5 and
rentals are $4 Call 433t6320 for
more
information.-

Paris lecture
Or Phillip Riley of the
History Dept will discuss the
Paris of Louis XIV at 8:00
p.m Wednesday, in Room D
of the WUU The talk is
sponsored by the Wavland
Historical Society All" are
welcome
,

YAF movie
.The movie Shining City on
the Hill" will be shown at 8 (Ki
p_ m Tuesday irTRoom A of
the VvKU The movie is about
problems.iii America today
with the economy, defense,
and Federal .Government
Sponsored. by the Young
Americans l0r.Freedom'
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RC Cola 16 6z 8 pk

.

1,09
plus dep.

^

Pabst Blue Ribbon cans
-

■

i:99

-

.».

Ruffled Potato Chips

..

.79

Ann Page Salted Peanuts 2.89
■■■

.99

Ann Page Mdyonaise
ay<
'-.

Chicken of the Sea Tuna
%

A&P Veg& Chicken
Noodle Soup

.79

■

4/$l
.

,•

Geno's Breaded Pizza

2/$l

Yogurt Fruited 8 oz
A&P Milk 1/2 gal
Oodles of Noodles Soup 4/$ 1
Jamestown Bacon

_

^_

< Continued from. Page 1)
MCDERMOTT 'BECAME
aware of His homosexuality jn
v high school. "1 knew from the
beginning I wasn't hike
• "everyone else" He realized
that he was attracted ■ to
Kople of the same sex when
entered puberty. "But," "1
_ thought 1 was the only person
'in the world like me." he said
In high school McDermott
dated girls so people wouldn't
call him a faggot, he
said. When McDermott,
entered college, he decided to
accept his gayness, which he
now believes has given him
independence and the ability
to break out of role*playing.
McDermott. described his
parents as very supportive.
"A lot of people feel
homosexuality is a choice," he
said. "There has never been a
day in my life when 1 said, i
—like- women but riL_gp...with..
men.' There's no choice involved"
"The only choice is whether
you will act on your feelings or
supress them'," ihe continued "I don't flaunt it, but
neither do I fight it I'm proud
I'm able to be open. I wish
other people/- were more
open:"
"1 LOOK FORWARD to av
lasting relationship with a
man," he said "They do exist
* People think they don't.''
McDermott estimates that
there are approximately 800
lys at JMU.
Another JMU gay expressed
similar- feelings as McDermott
He"
discovered
his
homosexuality last year.
"There was no one to talk to,"
he said "But for the first time
in my life! I felt like I knew
what I wanted "
The majority of his friends
are gay, he noted. "All of us
are in the closet,/basically."
he said.
."
"feopie are not very open

about it," he said. "Society as
a whole is just not ready for it
\ feel like God still loves me."
THIS GAY occasionally
dates women, but said he is
not bisexual "I tell the girls if
they ask," he said "I don't
lie"

grade with a man next door
"1 suspected it then and
fought it for four years in high
school," he said, adding that
when he came to JMU he
decided to be himself and be
happy.
"I fought it in high school."
he said "I didn't want to be
gay. It was a self-hate that
became manifested.".

1.29

A&P bologna lb
7

Oscar Mayer Franks
ChickMTegs lb

■

&
t V

.

- •

This man also intends to
establish a permanent gay
relationship. "I intend on
moving in with my lover and
establishing a life with him,"
he said.
• His parents' reaction to his
news- was good;—he said,
describing his mother as open
and .receptive, although she
was disappointed that she will
not have grandchildren.
Bars are a significant paft
of gay social life, he said,
because this is where gays
• have the opportunity to meet
other gays
Another gay who was interviewed
began
having
sexual relations in the seventh

. _ -He_also_datfis girli because
."I like girls for friends," he
said However, he does not tell
the girls about .his sexual
preference. The gay dates one
iprl in particular. "I don't
think she could handle it," he
said "I'm not leading her
on."
Homosexuality could only
affect his life if it becomes
really publicized, he said.
"It's never expected."

Old Virginia Ham Cafe
Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops -chicken
-seafood- variety of salads and
sandwiches- Virginia ham
•delicious breakfastsMon.- Sat. 6:30 am-2:00 pm
W. Market St. 434-6572

Featuring

1.29

'••

TOPS FOR EVER YONE

P

From Fashion Tops to T-shirts

1.69

(long & short sleeve)
And Other Accessories

.69
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Specializing In Transfers
Grapefruit
Pink or White
Pineapple

4/$l

.88

Family pk Tomatoes

1.49

Potatoes

.88

_

•

••

"IF I HXD a choice, I would
prefer to be straight," he
continued. "Being gay isn't a
sex act It's more of an outlook
on life. It's easy for me to be'
close to a man "

wtmamti*

Carrots lb_^

iV*1

.99

A&P Franks lb

10 lb

.
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-lettering and numbering
-Greek lettering
-custom printing

mWWmOWCmdl $0$ Shirts • Soccer Shirts
XXL&XXXL T-Shirts
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from Any:
SJide Photo Dra*iug
Album Cover Clipping
color or bik./wht.
10.*) Mon. - Sal.

434-4824 Located in I alley Mall
t
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How not to go skiing
By DEAN HONEYCUTT
You don't ski? What's
wrong with you?
Skiing's
in.
Skiing's
fashionable,
impeccably
continental, so tastefully
expensive. It gives you a
reason to spend your money
recklessly. It's the only sport
that comes with a free license
to look sophisticated and silly
at the same time.
Skiing's chic. And there's
nothing to it
\,

Getting
Ready .
So you want to ski. Big deal.
The experts will tell you to
do 100 push-ups and sit-ups
every morning, along with a
healthy regimen of deep knee
bends, curls, kicks, dips and
loop-de-loops. Also a healthy
diet of carrots, curds and
whey.
Also
vitamins,
especially E.
Boring, boring, boring.
Some skiers suggest tennis
(join only the most exclusive
grass court racquet clubs) or
jogging (Diane von Furstenberg satinique nylon
tricot jogging snorts, sans
stripes, a must).
So now you want to buy a
skiing outfit. This is important.

f

For a paltry $1000 investment (mere pittance to
real skiers), you can purchase
the
requisite
ensemble
featuring a tight flattering
one-piece that comes with
stylish, psychedelic colors and
cute little suspenders. Tight,
flattering goose-down ski
^"\ jackets are also available.
\ You will need rabbit-lined
leather ski gloves with hooks
that jingle like sleigh bells.
You will need a uniquely
crafted ski hat (machine knit,
polyester-acetate hats are
acceptable) with an exotic
stitched-in
logo,
usually
sporting the names of
prestigious ski resorts around
die world (Innsbruck, Aspen,
Vail, Killington and anything
in and around Zurich will do).
A monogrammed percale
handkerchief is essential (for
blowing your nose).
A quartz LED digitalreadout
variable-display
waterproof timepiece with
stopwatch option is also
essential (for telling time).
You will need electric socks

and either a handmade
Shetland or Swiss ski sweater
emblazoned with designs
exuding your confidence and
courage.
And, of only secondary
concern to urbane, jet-set,
sportsmen, you will need skis,
bindings, boots and poles.
Don't buy gear from Sears,
Montgomery Ward or Korvettes. And don't borrow the
boards your Aunt Henrietta
used when she was a girl.
Buy anything by Rossignol,
K2, 01 in, Kastle or Nordica.
Also Dynastar, Blizzard,
Head, Trak, Lotto, Gerry,
Munari, Caber, Dolomite,
Roffe, White Stag and Tempco.
Don't worry about fit. Size,
however, is important The
beginner will discover soon
enough that there's a sort of
phallic self-importance attached to skis longer than 170
centimeters.

Getting
There
It is four a.m.
You and your partner have
just finished breakfast: Cafe
Vienna and Nature Granola
Bars.
Attach your
partner's
waxed skis to your trunk-

mounted rack with detached
awareness.
Then
attach
yours.
Open the Simonized door to
your requisite BMW with
deliberate flair. Toss your
Pierre Card in scarf over your
shoulder with practiced ease.
Sit down.
Start the coupe. Gingerly
insert Talking Heads' latest
into
your
top-of-the-line
Blaupunkt with Craig PowerBooster and Jensen triaxials.
Discretely offer your partner
a generous line of coke. Take
four generous hits yourself.
Drive. In the fast lane, of
course.

Grand
Entrance
When you arrive at the
resort:
1. Double-park your coupe.
2. Rush, with complete

disregard for anyone, to be the
first to purchase a lift ticket.
3. Carry your skis over your
shoulder like a lumberjack,
bashing in the faces of
helpless innocents each time
you pivot to scope out the
lodge
Do not read the signs at
the lift ticket window.
4. Ask the person behind the
window all the questions that
would have been answered if
you had read the signs.
5. Be imperious. But act
indignant if anyone suggests
you're acting imperious.
6. Check out the slopes ith
genuine concern. Tell ..our
partner that the slopes look
great, even though you could
not possibly know a good slope
from a toboggan run.
7. Run to the chair lift. Be
sure to put on your skis first.

On
The Li

your rabbit-lined leather
glove.
3. Flick your Bic with your
ungloved hand, up to 100 times
if necessary.
4. Scorch your hat. Burn a
hole in your rabbit-lined
leather gloves.
5. Smoke what's left of your
cigarette.

On
T^eTop
You will not realize just how
unprepared you are until you
take the lift to the utmost peak
of the mountain, and look
down, and experience an
adrenalin rush, and admit
that you are a fool. You are
decked out like some kind of
jet-set social climber. And you
can't even appreciate the
view, because you can't even
ski, you fatuous, pretentious
little twirp.

Well-Tested
Excuses
1. My binding slipped.
2. My boots are too tight.
3. My pole got stuck.
4. My ski got stuck.
5. Where did that mogul
come from?
6. Where did that skier come
from?
7. I picked up too much
speed.
8. The slope is like a sheet of
ice.
». The conditions are lousy.
10. My binding slipped
because my boots are too tight
so my pole got stuck and then
my ski got stuck and then all
of a sudden this mogul came
out of nowhere and some idiot
was standing there—just
standing there!—waiting for
the Second Coming and I was
just going too fast because the
slope is like a sheet of ice and
the conditions here are just
lousy. So I fell.

^

To get on the chair lift:
i

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Disregard all warnings.
Injure yourself.
Drop your poles.
Lose one or both skis.
Refuse all assistance.

To converse on a chair lift:
1. Be arrogant and conceited.
2. Tell a stranger all about
yourself, starting with your
college major, and working
your way up to the assets you
possess which make you
superior to everyone else.
3. Tell your lift partner that
you are a poli-sci major. If
your partner happens to be a
writer, tell him that you
always wanted to be one, that
you are really quite good at it,
and that you have a fantastic
vocabulary.
If
he's
a
businessman, give him your
card, tell him to look you up if
he's ever in South Dakota,
you'll talk'. If the stranger's of
the opposite sex, flirt.
4. Shout to the friends you
spot on the slope. Swear.
5. Laugh uproariously at the
skiers who wipe out.
6. Casually mention that you
are holing up in a mountainside condo, that your
living room is enclosed on
three sides by sheer walls of
glass, that the view is
breathtaking, and that your
corporation is footing the bill
for everything, including lift
ticket
and
apres
ski
merriment
(booze.
and
romance).
<5

To light a cigarette on a
chair lift:
You will need A) an adjustable, disposable butane
lighter, and B) a cigarette.
1. Adjust your lighter to
Sreduce the highest possible
ame.
2. Shield the lighter with

/
/

.
J

On
The Slopes

Tomorrow you will take
lessons. But tonight you
devote
to
apres
ski
merriment:
booze
and
romance.

After weighing your options,
carefully, you push off,
delicately, worm your sevenfoot Rossignol skis into your
first
power
turn,
apprehensively, and crash into
the woods.
You swear.
Put your Nordica boots back
into your Kastle bindings.
Dust off your zoot suit. Try
again.
You push off, delicately,
into your second power turn,
apprehensively, legs shaking,
eyes wide, heart leaping,
knees aquiver: same results.
You swear.
You wrestle with your
bindings.
You push off, delicately,
into your third power turn,
apprehensively, legs shaking,
eyes wide, heart leaping,
knees aquiver. Wipe out.
Recovery.
Wipe
out.
Recovery. And so on down the
mountain, 10 yards at a crack,
taking out as many innocents
as you possibly can along the
way.

How to look like you belong
in the lodge:
1. Look your best.
2. Have your hair styled and
blow-dried.
3. Avoid doubleknits. Try
Calvin Klein jeans, LaCoste
shirt and suede Adidas for
starters. Also rumpled khakis
and L.L. Bean topsiders.
4. Look important.
5. The closer you are to the
fire, the more important you
are.
6. Ignore everyone.
7. Guys: Avoid mixed
drinks. They're too feminine.
Gals: Avoid macho stuff like
scotch and water or shots of
Jack Daniels.
8. When you're drunk, make
untoward advances.
9. When you've succeeded,
retreat with your partner to
your mountainside condo with
the sheer glass walls that your
corporation paid for.
This is the apres apres ski,
and that's what skiing is all
about
\
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The Buzzcocks take on America

y JAMES WHITE AND
EVIN 0 HARK
The Buzzcocks, rivaled only
,r The Clash for popularity in
reat Britain, are making a
d for American acclaim.
Their
"Singles
Going
eady" is one of the most
iportant rock albums to be
leased in the past two years.
This album, a collection of
e band's singles, gives every
dication that the Buzzcocks
ill be one of the most imirtant bands of the '80s.
Pete Shelly, Buzzcocks' lead
•calist, is searching for love
a loveless world. He is
night between the ecstacy of
ma nee and the stifling
ality of everyday life. He
rites and sings like a
aintive poet struggling
wards the perfection that
e modern world demands.
SHELLY'S fraility, juxEed with Steve Diggle's
tless
guitar
stabs,
Fleets the tension inherent in
a temporary society Steve
irvey s bass lines are solid
d inventive, but never
itracnng. Garvey is not a
ire
rhythm
section
leman, .but a fully paripating member of a truly
ionary band. John Matter's

'SinvlfW Cm'rKT Qf An slV .'• ~„« «f *1

•
.
'Singlea Going Steady* is one of the mostM. important
rock albums of the last two years

drumming is hauntingly
reminiscent
of
heart
palpitations. Maher drives
Shelly's romantic wafBerings
with an unmerciful beat that
captures one's body and soul
"Singles Going Steady," the
Buzzcocks' first American
release, is an interesting
collection of their British
singles. These 45s were
released between October 1977
and July 1979. The "A" sides
are arranged in chronological
order on side one of the album.
Side two finds the "B" sides in
the same order, an interesting
and convenient arrangement.
"Singles Going Steady" is 16
songs and 47 minutes of in
dispensible rock music.
Attention must be given to
some of the genuine classics to
be found on this nearly
flawless LP. Almost all of the
compositions are credited to
singer-guitarist Shelly. He
offsets highly passionate
assionate
ballads with the powerful
powerful
themes of a jaded realist.
You
lliSt. YOU
cannot listen to this album
without becomming involved
in Shelly's dilemmas.

an affair riddled with uncertainty. The problems of
maintaining
a
love
relationship are evident in
these lines:
I can't see much of a future
unless we find our past
again
The albums first cut,
"Orgasm Addict," makes no
compromises. Lyrics such as
Yon tried it just once,
found it alright for kicks.
And then yon found out that
it's a habit that sticks.
are not the stuff of which
compromises are made.
Following "Orgasm Addict" is a song which
showcases Shelly's unique pop
sensibilities, "I Don*tMind.f:
Shelly captures the listener
with one of the most
memorable choruses in years
"I don't mi-yi-yi-yi-yiind " On
"Evw Fallen
Fallen in
ind..."
On "Ever"
in
Love (With Someone You
Shouldn't Have)" he sings of

Time
LAURA MOUNIE
Driver was excited and
describe the show," commages of nature, three
surprised when be found out
mented Brodsky. "There are
nensional
double
exhe was chosen to be in the
no simple, pretty pictures in
sures, documented
show. "Park's technique of
the
show, but it does show the
otographs,
and
choosing a body of artwork
different
trends
in
inipulated murals are now
from each person rather than
photography including
ing shown in the "Exposure
50 different pieces, gave the
painted images, black and
ne IV", an annual national
exhibit a good artistic
white and color murals, and
ied photographic exhibition
quality," said Driver.
manipulated photographs."
the SawhiD Gallery Feb. 11"Extremely
demanding
b. 29.
The gallery is open Mon.concepts in art and comFri.,
8
a.m-12
a.m.
plexity
in
photograph
best
The exhibition is a national
npetition sponsored by the
mes Madison University art
sartment. Approximately
i artworks were submitted
m 117 artists. "It's exciting
it the reputation of our
rtography program has
>wn such that we now
eive submissions of art
rk of the highest quality
m all over the U.S. and
nada",
said
Michael
wisky, professor of art.
'if ty artworks were chosen
be in the gallery from
enteen
photographers,
rt Parker, an art professor
the University of Rhode
ind, was the juror of the
>w. Parker was recently the
or for the National Envments for the Arts in
shington, D.C.
'Parker
chose
the
stographs on the quality
i strength of the artist's
•tfolio", said Brodsky.
ohn Clascock from Buffalo,
w York, and Stephen
elrod from Los Angelos,
lifomia, were two award
mere of the show. They
:h received a $175 award
itributed by local mermts. Glascock's work is a
ge manipulated black and
ite mural print, and
;lrod's work is a color
achrome prints.
;ob Driver, a parttime
itography student at JMU,
ft Harrisonburg, was
sen to have his art work
[tided in the show. His
Kioto by Bin Taranotf*
mique. color zeroxing,
A JMU STUDENT views one of the works on display at Sawhlll
ids with nationally chosen
gallery for Exposure time IV, which will run through Feb. 29.
-*es.

Later on side one we find the
euphorically melodic
"Everybody's Happy
Nowadays/' Diggle's and
Shelly's guitar work is
remarkably tight and pushes

the optimistic melody to the
fore. Shelly still struggles with
mystical queries:
Life's the illusion
love is a dream
But I don't know what it is.
Side two of the album offers
a refreshing look at some very
strong
"B"
sides—not
something you see all that
often. Most bands would be
proud to release these songs
as "A" sides, but the Buzzcocks find themselves with
such a huge number of fine
songs that they can afford to
put them on the traditionally
overlooked "B" sides.
(Continued on Page 14)
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Wind Ensemble
I
£ARS2^V
K*-,n* James »**«*» University
l, - Ensembl

S2P"ttJ S
e will present a concert on
Sunday, Feb. 17, at 3 p.m. in Wilson Hall
The Concert will feature "March from the Symphonic
Metamorphosis of Themes by Carl Maria von Wfeber^y
Paul mndemith, "Sketches on a Tudor Psalm" by
Fisher Tull and "Suite for Military Band in F Major" bv
Gustov Hoist.
*
The 47-member ensemble combines woodwind, brass
and percussion instruments and is under the direction of
Kenneth R. Meismger, instructor of music at JMU
The concert is sponsored by the JMU music department and School of Fine Arts and Communication and is
open to the public at no charge.
•a

Theatre Dance Trio
HARRISONBURG-A trio of dancers will offer master
classes and a concert at James Madison University next
WCCK.

o.ThlT,'?e?tre Dance Trio> comprised of Lynda Davis
Clay Tahaferro and Carol Warner, will be ui residence
nere Feb. 18-20.
The group will perform in concert on Wednesdaov
Feb 20, at 8 p.m. in Wilson HaU. Tickets will be
available at the door for $2 for the general public and $1
for students. Persons with JMU IDs will be admitted
free.
The master classes will be held Feb. 18 & 19 and are
open to the public at no charge. Persons interested in
takjng the clasdses should call Linda James at 43M512
or Karla Zhe at 433-6256 for times and locations of the
classes.

Jazz concert
The University of Virginia Jazz Ensembles will be the
guest performers in a joint concert with the James
Madison University Jazz Ensemble Friday, February 15
at 8 p.m. in Wilson Auditorium. This is the second in a
series of exchange joint concerts a JMU-the previous
one was with Virginia Tech last November.
The University of Virginia Ensemble is a studentconceived and student-run organization, now entering
its 10th year in existence. It consists of an 18-member
ensemble with full stage band instrumentation and a 6piece combo. The group has no faculty advisor and is not
offered to students for course credit.
Band members are auditioned and selected on the
basis of technique, tone quality, style, sight-reading, and
improvisation. There are no music majors in the band
Conductor Bob Keefe, is a music cataloguer in
Alderman Library and is an accomplished composer
and arranger. He will soon be working full time on a
compostion under a special grant from the University of
Virginia and hopefully a second grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts. Keefe has composed or
arranged a number of charts that have been premiered
by the UVA Jazz Ensemble.
The Jazz Ensemble plays a wide variety of music from
the big band era to contemporary jazz. They will feature
works of Thad Jones, John Todd, Sammy Nestico, Bob
Keefe, and others at the concert at James Madison
University. The Jazz Combo will feature works of Herbie
Hancock, Wayne Shorter, Sonny Rollins, and Bob Keefe.
Friday night's concert is sponsored by the JMU
Department of Music and is open to tne general public
free of admission charge.
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'Old-fashionedbackwoods spirit'at WUU
BY MIKE SHUTTY
"It's country time tonight;
Gaye's gonna get it started,
and I'm going to get my whips
up," PhilJohnson hollered out
as the husband and wife team
fired up that old fashioned
backwoods spirit at the Center
Attic, Tuesday night.
Phil and Gaye Johnson
offered a wide variety of
traditional
country,
bhiegrass, and western swing
to a standing room only crowd
of primarily locals, and
rightly so, for. their ardent
country flavor was prue and
homespun.
From
old-timers
like
Jimmy Roger's "Hobo's
Meditation" to their own
originals like the flamenco
sounding "Rag Time Rosa,"
Phil and Gaye Johnston
sampled the era of country
music when it was played only
in huge, rustic barns or on
granddaddy's front porch.
"We identify with the
bhiegrass style because it is
the last true form of pure
country music," Phil Johnson
explained. "It's acoustic and
not influenced by the whims of
the public top 40 like most
country music is, like any pep
music is; it's just pure music.
Its roots are a lot closer to the
lifestyle we enjoyed living. We
live out in the country, have a
few animals, chop our own
firewood, grow our own food,

and make our own music—it's
homemade music," Johnson
continued.
SWITCHING BETWEEN A
sunburst Dobro and a small
mandolin, Phil exhibited a
djversity of folk styles which
added a decisive uniqueness
to each selection. His mandolin playing was dymanic,
bouncing from simplistic
melodies which echoed the
vocals, to sudden ricochets of
rapid ascending and decending passages.
On the Dobro, Phil Johnson
further
exercised
great
precision
in this slide
technique, sparingly working
in subtle harmonics into his
solos creating a smooth
ringing
effect—typically
country and tasteful.
Gaye Johnson sang and
provided
a
chordal
background interspersed with
occassional runs and rhythmic dampening Often both
Phil and Gave would toss
lyrics playfully back and
forth, or one would simply
whoop and holler while the
other sang out; it was clear
that the pair was of the same
roots.
Phil Johnson described
their first meeting as a
musical
one,
"I
was
backstage during a play; I
had a real small part and she
was onthe crew, costume or

* Buzzcocks
(Continued from Page 13)
"Noise Annoys" is immediately engaging. The song
begins with a pleasant melody
that switches to dissonant
hard rock interludes. This
dissonance is a sarcastic reply
to those who call pop music
noise. "Lipstick'* is incredible. Snelly's Freudian
imagery in lyrics such as: "In
your dreams does your
mother have my face?" adds
urgency to an already compelling guitar riff.
Manor's drum fills border
on the superhuman and the
interplay of guitars and bass
complete the circle. The
overall effect is mind
boggling. Shelly paints a
picture of a confused world
with ttie commonplace run
amuck in "Something's Gone
Wrong Again." His frustration
is exemplified in his prophetic
lyrics:
4
Nothing ever happens to
people like as
Except we've missed the

Something's
again

something. They had a guitar
badk there and I started
playing, and she came up and
said 'let me see that thing*.
She picked up that guitar and
sang an old country song, and
that was it—that was the

wrong

He loses his perspective—
not because of any major
disasters but through a
multiplication of everyday
mishaps. The band utilizes
piano to their advantage on
this cut. The repetition of two
notes throughout this song
reinforces the theme of
irratation. Diggle's guitar solo
also hits home as one can feel
the frustration of day-to-day
existence the band is attempting to express. This song
is a near perfect ending to a
near perfect album.
The Buzzcocks' "Singles
Going Steady" is a must for
the serious music listener.
The band possesses rare intelligence, genuine insight,
and impressive talent. Not
since "Meet the Beatles" has
an album with such bright
promise
been
released
stateside.
There is a future for rock
music. That future is the
Buncorks.

and the like. They have wc
numerous awards through 01
North Carolina in varioi
music festivals. Their tn
country soul speaks for itseli
this was made clear Tuesda
night.

*ho»o by J*nnH«r You

PHIL AND Gaye Johnson performed a
selection of country, blnegrasi and western
liiiniiiwiiiiriiiiiiHMiiiii

gone

prettiest thing I heard in my
life. I said, 'wait a minute, we
got to do something here.'"
Since then they have played
"bloodmobiles, gas stations
openings, colleges, concerts,
festivals, recreation shows"

4

swing to a standing room only crowd at th
Center Attic.

iiiimn

GO FOR IT!
Schlitz makes it great.
Schiitz: the beer for the 80's
IIHUIItlHUHU
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THE GUITAR £ AMP CENTER
V SWEETHEART OF A CLEARANCE SALE ^
Starts Thursday Feb. 14 thru Monday Feb 18
We are the only store that specializes in guitars,
amps, PA equipment, and accessories.
We stand behind and service everything we sell.
The area's largest in-store selection of:
Biamp professional PA equipment
Fender PA systems, guitars & amps
Peavey PA systems, guitars & amps

Shure microphones
JBL replacement speakers
MXR effect products
Rhodes pianos-

ALL STRINGS (limit 2 sets)

50% off

ALL ELECTRA GUITARS & BASSES with cases

50% off

ALL MUSIC MAN.GUITARS & BASSES with cases

45% off

ALL.MUSIC MAN AMPS & CABINETS

45% of

HOURS
10-6 Daily
10. - 9 Friday
Closed Wednesday

Phone
434-7255

1548 East Market Street
Exit 64E to Valley Mall
Next to Sheraton Inn
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Sfuttt Take*
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A brief look at what's happening around the nation, around the world
Sex decriminalized

*

Cubans to South Yemen

RICHMOND (AP) The Virginia House of
Delegates gave preliminary approval on a
voice vote Wednesday night to a bill legalizing
heterosexual sex acts short of actual sexual
intercourse.
The bill sponsored by Delegate Bernard
Cohen, D-Alexandria, would abolish the state
law that now makes oral and anal sex between
a man and a woman, unmarried or not, a
misdemeanor.
It would have legalized homosexual acts, but
it was amended to keep the homosexual ban on
the books. It would, however, reduce the
penalty for homosexual acts from a felony to a
misdemeanor.
The bill does not legalize fornication, which
is a misdemeanor in Virginia.
The consenual sodomy bill was up for final
action by the House Thursday.

CAIRO, EGYPT(AP)-A Soviet ship carrying
1,200 Cuban soldiers entered the Suez Canal on
its way to Marxist-ruled South Yemen at he
southern entrance of the Red Sea, the Egyptian
newspaper Al Akhbar reported today.
The report said the Leonid Sobinov, a 21,370ton passenger and general cargo vessel, made
its way into Port Said at the northern tip of the
canal Tuesday nmight The ship started its
journey from Havana and transited through
the Mediterranean before entering the canal
on its way south, it said.
South Yemen and the Soviet Union signed a
friendship and cooperation treaty last year,
and the Russians along with their Cuban allies
already have military advisors in South
Yemen, according to Western reports.

India-Soviet talks
Warfare unit

NEW DELHI, INDIA(AP)- Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi today told visiting Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko the Kremlin
should help reduce tension in the region by
such meausures as withdrawing Russian
troops from Afghanistan, an Indian government spokesman indicated.
Gromyko, who earlier today arrived on a
two-day official visit to India—the Soviet's
biggest Asian ally—was given India's view on
defusing the Afghan crisis during a three-hour
meeting with Mrs'. Gandhi, including nearly 25
minutes with no aides present.

WASHINGTON
(AP)-The
Carter
administration, in a new hands-off signal to
Russia, is ordering an amphibious warfare •
unit, including 1,800 U.S. Marines, to sail next
month to water near the Persian Gulf.
Administration officials, who disclosed the
impending move Tuesday might, stressed that
it is intended as part of President Carter's
measured effort to deter any Soviet designs on
control of the oil rich region.
They said it is not related in any way to the
continued imprisonment of 50 American
hostages at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
This will be the first time, as far as officials
can recall, that a Marine combat will be sent
into the Indian Ocean area.
The officials, asking to remain anonymous,
said a reinforced battalion from the 3rd Marine
Division arrived Tuesday at the U.S. naval
base in Subic Bay, the Philippines, aboard a
four-ship amphibious force. They brought with
them M-€0 tanks, 105 mm artillery, anti-tank
missiles and 18 troop-carrying helicopters.
Officials said the Mareines will carry out
execises in the Philippines for about two weeks
and then enter the Indian Ocean for the long
sail to the Arabian Sea, joining carrier-led U.S.
naval forces that have been covering approaches to the Persian Gulf for several
months.
The Marines are expected to remain at sea
for an indefinite period, with no indications of
any U.S. intentions to land them even in
maneuvers.

Militants criticized
IRAN (AP)-Iranian President Abolhassan
Bani-Sadr again criticized the young militants
holding the American hostages and said they
are expected to carryout the orders of the
ruling Revolutionary Council he now heads.
Tehran Radio reported.
The militants rebuffed him and said the
hostages were none of his business
Bani-Sadr
said
Ayatollah
Ruhollah
Khomeini, the leader of the revolutionary
regime, appointed the Revolutionary Council
"to administer the country" and "when the
Renolutionary Council adopts cerain decisions,
these should be carried out."
Bani-Sadr also said Iran will never give up
its fight to get back the shah and his wealth
although release of the U.S. Embassy hostages
is not linked to that issue. But Foreign Minister
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh and the embassy captors
said the shah must be returned before the
hostages are freed.
Bani-Sadr told reporters in Tehran Tuesday
night that if the approximately 50 American
hostages, who began their 102nd day in captivity today, are released it would not mean
Iran had given up its demand for the return of
ousted Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, now
living in Panama.
"We will be after the shah's extradition until
Resurrection Day," Bani-Sadr said.

>>

Kremlin blasts Brzezinski
Tito still ill
BELGRADE. YUGOSLAVIA (AP)-Ailing
President Josip Broz Tito's failure to improve
is increasing fears that Yugoslavia's 87-year^
old leader won't survive the amputation of his
left leg.
Tito's eight doctors issued a brief bulletin
Tuesday evening saying his condition, which
grew worse late last week, remained the same.
The Yugoslav leader is suffering from
kidney function problems and "occasional
weakness of the heart," the doctors say. They
said they were continuing "indispensable"
treatment.
Tito's left leg was amputated Jan. 20 to
prevent gangrene from a blockage in the leg
arteries. He has been at the modern, well
equipped clinical center in Ljubljana, the
capital of Slovenia, since Jan. 12.

AFGHAN (AP)-The Kremlin today blasted as
"strange" and "impudent" Zbigniew Brezinski's condemnation of any partial withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan.
"The presidential advisor has clearly,
forgotten that the language of ultimatums
cannot be used in talking with the Soviet
Union," the official Soviet news agency Tass
said.
The Tass attack on Brzezinski, was the first
response by Soviet media to Washington
reports that the Kremlin may pull some of its
estimated 90,000 troops from the land-locked,
central Asian nation on its. southern flank.
Brzezinski on Monday suggested partial
withdrawal would signal the start of a "peace
offensive" by the Kremlin to counter condemnation in Afghanistan.
)
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Harahan's layup lifts JMU
past Lady Highlanders
BY DAVID PARKER
A layup by Cathy Hanrahan
with six seconds remaining in
the game gave James
Madison
University
Duchesses a 49-48 victory over
Radford University, Wednesday night at Godwin Hall.
Hanrahan. who was experiencing a poor shooting
game, came through with the
clutch basket after driving the
lenghth of the court and laying
in the rebound of her own
missed shot.
The Duchesses' come from
behind effort was sparked by
an 11 point, 11 rebound performance
from
Donna
„ Firebaugh. Kathy Railey
added 11 points and also
pulled down six rebounds in
the winning effort.
With 18 seconds remaining
in the game, Sheila Branch,
the teams leading scorer and
two time All-State selection,
missed the front end of a oneand-one situation from the
foul line which led to
Hanrahan's game winning
basket.
The game started slowly

with neither team taking
control The score stood at
just 15-15 with 6:38 remaining
in the first half. Both teams
exchanged
baskets
throughout the rest of the first
half and the score stood at 2726 at the midway point of the
game.
Radford came out strong in
the second half and, led by
Shirley Jones and Sheila
Branch, who had 16 and 12
points respectively. Radford
jumped to a 40-35 lead with
6:16 remaining in the game.
The Duchesses then answered with eight straight
points to regain the lead 43-40
on a turnaround jumper by
Kathy Railey The Lady
Highlanders then came back
•to outscore the Duchesses 8-2
and take a 48-45 lead with less
than one half minutes to play.
It was in the last minute of
play that all of the excitement
occured.
Down 48-47 with 50 seconds
to play, Cathy Hanrahan
made a steal but she was
called for a foul as she dove to

pick up the loose ball.
Freshman guard Ellen
Thompson then missed the
front end of an one-and-one
situation giving the Duchesess
another chance to take the
game Radford stole the ensuing inbounds ball and
Shirley Jones was immediately fouled. She too,
missed a free throw with 39
seconds to play which then led
to a JMU timeout.
Cindy Waddell then missed
a jumper from the foul line
which seemingly put all hopes
for victory away for the
Duchesses.
But
Shirley
Branch was immediately
fouled and missed her opportunity which led to the
Hanrahan basket.
The Duchesses played the
entire game without four
player who did not dress for
disciplinary reasons.
"We won tonight on effort,"
commented Assistant Coach
PamWiegart, "We didn't give
up, playing super defense and
when we were down we just
kept going "

Photo by Bill Tarangato

MS CLUTCH. Cathy Harahan shoots jumper against Radford
Wednesday night. The Duchesses' guard had a tough night before
she hit the winning layup with six seconds remaining to give (Ml
a 49-48 win.

Hokies embarrass
slumping Dukes
be reluctant to play JMU
By TIM HALL
anywhere after the recent
BLACKSBURG-The
contract runs out.
James Madison University
men's
basketball
team __ Moyexcited lack of a quality
schedule and lack of fan intraveled the long rout here
terest for JMU as his reasons
Wednesday night only to
Next year, the Dukes and
suffer an embarrassing 66-40
Hokies will meet in the
set back to Virginia Tech in
Roanoke Times and World
front of 5,000 spectators
Report's Christmas Toy,
The 40-point output was ihe.
nament. It's the last game
Dukes' second all-time lowest.'
schedule between the two
During the 1970-71 season,
teams.
JMU lost to Frostburg State,
Tech hit 16 of 19 free throws,
40-39.
while the Dukes made just two
The Dukes came out in their
of seven. But that was not the
spread offense to try to set a
deciding factor in the game.
slow tempo. But, Tech's
JMU's inability to hit outside
awesome talent proved to
shots and Tech's inability to
much for JMU, which fell to
miss outside shots was the
16-7. The Hokies' record
difference.
jumped to 18-4.
"We just don't have the
The Dukes' game plan was
shooters to play an open game
to 'pound' the ball inside to
against shooter like they
6'8" center Steve Stielper,
have," said Campanelli. "We
according to JMU's head
would love to play a regular
coach Lou Campanelli.
game, but we just don't have
the talent."
But the senior cashed in on
JMU shot just 41 percent
only six of 19 shots, missing
from the floor, while the
several open outside jump
Globbers made 51 percent of
shots in the process. Stielper
their attempts.
finished with 14 points to lead
Tech was led in scoring by
the Dukes, and Jeff Inman
Les Henson's 12 points and
added eight,
Gordy Bryan added 10.
Campanelli indicated he
"I guess this game is hwat
would be reluctant to play the
you call paying dues to
Clobbers in Blacksburg again.
Division I,"
Campanelli
In fact, Tech's head coach
concluded.
Charlie Moyer said he would

THE DUKES' STEVE STIELPER hits a hook
in early season action against East Carolina.
He and JMU didn't fair as well against

Virginia Tech Wednesday night. Stielper hit
just six of 19 shots and the Dukes lost by 26 to
the Hokies.
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TOIWICS suffer* on bench during ineligibWty
>mething

Pt»ofo by Bill TpMtPo

LINTON TOWNES started out the season on tear for the Dukes,
but now he can only cheer his teammates on from the bench. He
was declared academically ineligible for the spring semester.

By TIM HAUL
He sits at the end of the bench, usually
dressed in a coat and tie. During time outs, he
gets up and meanders toward the huddle of
players at the other end of the bench, casually
peeking over their shoulders. Linton Townes
gives the appearance of being without a care in
the world, but that is not the case. Inside,
Linton Townes is hurting.
"Times like at the start of the game are
really tough," the sophomore from Covington
said. "I feel left out, like there is something I
should be doing but I can't."
That "something''is playing basketball for
the James Madison University Dukes. For ten
games this season, Townes did play for JMU,
and he played well. He Averaged 14.6 points a
contest, and seemed primed for a big
sophomore season, following a better-thanaverage freshman year in which he was named
as an honorable mention choice on Basketball
Weekly's All-Freshman team.
Then, on December 20, Townes received a
surprising bit of news from head coach Lou
Campanelli. He would be unable to play in the
second semester because of his grades. He was
academically ineligible.
"Coach just said 'I have some bad news for
you.', then he told me," Townes said. "We
were in Richmond and he told me in the lockerroom after the first loss to V.C.U. I was surprised. I knew my grades were weak, but I
thought they were strong enough to let me
play."
Townes was not the only Duke to succumb to
poor academic performance. Rick Williams, a
sophomore seeing his first action with JMU
after sitting out his freshman year with an
injury, also did poorly in class and is now back
in his home town of Oberlin, Ohio. Ironically,
Williams and Townes were roommates.
"Rick knew about it (the ineligibility) before
I did," Townes said. "He's coming back to
school here in May, though. He's taking classes
at home to catch up."
• Townes said he never thought about gong
home or transferring to another school.
"I'm still happy here this is the best school
for me," he commented. The team was
disappointed.according
to Townes.but he

believes there was not any animosity towards
himself and Williams.
"They were let down.but I don't think they
thought any less of Rick or myself,"he said.*'I
think they regretted losing two teammates
more than they were angry at us."
However, Townes still feels like he disappointed the team.
"I fed I let them down by failing out, but it
has helped them in that it has allowed
everyone else to get involved. Some guys are
gtting playing time they probably would not
ve gotten if Rick and I were still there. If
there a a good side to all of this, that is it"
Townes played in three games after he found
out about his ineligibility. All three were before
the second semester started, and they were
against University of North Calolina-Asheville,
Campbell, and Towson State.
"I don't think my play in those three games
was affected by the academic thing, even
though I only scored three points against
Asheville,"Towne8 said.
Townes is still practicing with the team,
even though he can't play. But he still feels like
a part of the team.
"I just want to do anything I can to help the
team," he said. "If I play my best in practice it
makes them work harder, the harder the rest
of the team plays in practice, the better they
are going to perform in the game."
As far as academics, Townes admits he now
has his priorities straight.
"I am concentrating more on my academics
this semester. I'm trying harder,"Townes
said. "I am studying more this semester than I
ever had before, and I am seeing things more
realistically. I am here for the academics, and
I've got to do well in that."
It is a little early in the semester to tell, but
so far Townes has done well with the books. If
he continues the process, he will be back in a
JMU uniform next fall helping to erase some of
the disappointments he has suffered this
spring, such as the 20-point loss the Old
Dominion University January 29. According to
Townes, that was the lowest point of the whole
semester so far.
"I feel I could have made a difference in that
game, but I wasn't there. It hurt. "It (the
ineligibility) is not too bad when we win, but it
hurts when we lose."

Negative Mothers shutout Units for title, 8-0
By KENNY SOTHORON
"The Negative Mothers are
number one."
That's what the players of
the team yelled after winning
the intramural flag football
championship, 8-0. over the
Units Monday evening.
Neither team was expected
to compete in the title game,
let alone win the championship contest. But both
teams achieved big semi-final
wins to advance.

The Negative
Mothers
topped the Tallywackers, 8-6.
The Wackers were the
favorites of the semi-finalist
to win the title. The Units. 2-2
in the regular season, knocked
off Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity, 6-0 in the other
semi-final.
During
the
B-League
regular season the Mothers
and the Units met and the
Mothers came away with an 80 win. So the championship

was the Units' chance for
revenge.
Neither team could mount a
drive until late in the first half
of the tile game. Finally, the
Negative Mothers' David
Herrell intercepted a pass and
moved the ball into the Units
territory.
On first-and-goal, the Units
were charged with defensive
holding and the ball was
moved half the distance to the

Wrestlers crush W&L
By RICH AMACHER AND
SCOTT RODGERS
The Dukes crushed Washington and
Lee University's wrestling team, 3012, Tuesday behind four pins and two
forfeits.
Starting a line-up consisting mainly
of second-team members, James
Madison University had little difficulty disposing of the Generals.
"Their program is a little bit behind
ours, plus they had some injuries,"
said JMU assistant coach Bob Harwick.
Bradley Platt received a 6-0 forfeit
when W&L failed to find a participant
at 118-pounds.
The Dukes' Alex Boyer took a 5-0
lead into second-round actions against
Scott Lindsay and pinned him with
seven seconds remaining in the
period. The 126-pound Boyer scored
points on a takedown and backpotnts

to establish the lead. The Generals'
134-pound Mike Dieghan pinned Jeff
Besnier 1:11 into the match, while the
Dukes' Reggie Mason lost a close and
exciting match to Greg Coy, 12-11.
Mason took leads in first and second
action but costly technical violations
lost him the match.
In the first period Mason led 2-1 on a
takedown, but gave up a point for an
illegal hold. Coy pulled ahead in round
two with an escape and a takedown,
but Mason rallied with an escape and
a takedown to lead 5-4. In the third
period Mason and Coy exchanged
takedowns and escapes, but Mason's
technical violations mounted up
allowing Coy the victory.
"Mason wrestled a really good
match, but he gave up five penalty
points," said Harwick. Mason is our
most unproved wrestler."
(Continued on Page 18)

Units' goalline.
On the next play, quarterback Mike Johnston called
a center sneak play, which
fooled everyone of the Units'
defenive players and center
Jeff Johnson scrambled up the
middle fr the game's only
touchdown. Johnston then
passed to Herrell for the twopoint conversion.
The second half turned into
a punting contest. Neither
team could manage a single
drive during the whole time.
Each team's punter kicked
the ball deep into the other
team's territory.
Ironically, three players
from the Mothers were also on

the intramural basketball
titlist. Johnston, John Crooks
and Greg Hughes all played on
the undefeated OZs squad
during basketball.
The
semi-final
match
between the Mothers and the
Wackers was a tough exciting
game, with the Mothers
coming from behind to win.
Neither team eouki^nuster
any offense during the first
half, but the second half was
different. The Wackers took
the lead on a touchdown run
by halfback Kenny Kuester,
but they missed the pointafter attempt
The Negative Mothers came
(Continued on Page 18)

Helpful hints welcomed
If you have helpful hints concerning
an athletic team's coverage in The
Breeze, proper channels exist that
will bring results.
First, send a letter to the Sports
Editor Dennis Smith explaining your
complaint and possible solution. This
letter would not be published, but
vould be used for reference. You may
also call Smith at the office (8127).
Secondly, send a letter to The
Breeze Editor Theresa Beak, also

stating your problem and potential
solutions.
The Breeze's Reader's Forum
provides a further outlet for
suggestions. A letter to the editor
must include your name and a phone
number where the editor can reach
you.
These channels provide readers
with an opportunity for feedback.
Constructive criticism is always
welcomed by The Breeze staff and
sports department.
-
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* Wrestlers
(Continued from Page 17)
Ray Gross claimed a 104,
150-pound match over JMU's
Dan Slaiman Both wrestlers
scored a takedown and an
escape, resulting in a 3-3 firstround tie. Gross moved ahead
in the second-period scoring
an escape, a takedown and
received points for a violation.
Slaiman kept the score dose
getting three backpoints as
Gross led 7-6. Gross locked up
the match in the third round
on backpoints and a stalling
call.
JMU's Ben Hatch (158)
recorded a pin over Henry
Sewell just 33 seconds into the
match.
The Dukes' Willie Shook
scored a 167-pound decision
over Ed Rodgers, 4-1. The win
marked the first time in three
years a JMU wrestler had

defeated Rodgers. Shook
scored his points on a
takedown and escaped and
received credit for riding
time.
Freshman Pete Fellows
wasted little time in pinning
the Generals Charles Adler
when the pin came 45 seconds
into round one. Fellows victory upped JMU's lead, 27-13.
Chris Alston received a
forfeit at 190-pounds as the
Generals again failed to fill
the void.
Bob Cerminera added the
finishing touches to the rout
when he moved up from ISOpounds to heavy weight and
pinned WfcL's Joe Wallace.
Cerminera did a real good job
for us at heavy weight, said
Harwick
JMU coach Dick Besnier
termed the victory a good win
for our less experienced kids.

* Intr amur a Is
(Continued from Page 17)
back on the next series and
center Johnson again scored a
miss-direction play. Johnson
also caught a. two-point pass
from Johnston for the winning
margin.
The Units, the Cinderella
team of the playoffs, pulled off
several big upsets including
their semi-final win over
TKE.
The game was scoreless at
the half, but the Units broke

the ice during the last half.
Quarterback Terry Long hit
Rob Newton for the game's
only score. Then the Units'
defense held on to advance the
squad to the finals.
During earlier rounds of the
playoffs, the Mothers topped
Terra Nova, the First Floor
Porkers and the SK's.
The Units managed wins
over the Beaver Squad, the
Schologs and the Underdogs.
EDITOR'S NOTE-Because

POSTER GIVE-AWAY!
Saturday
Feb. 16th

ALL DAY
d>»

COME DOWN AND
CHECK OUT OUR LARGE
QUANTITY OF RECORDING
ARTIST POSTERS.

It also raisd the Dukes record
to 4-6.
Last weekend JMU dropped
a duel meet to Salisbury State.
The Seagulls are ranked third
in the nations at the Division
HI level.
"They have a really good
wrestling team, including
three national champions and
one Ail-American," said
Besnier. "Thay had a better
wrestling team than we did.
We had a lot of guys injured,
but we still couldn't have
beaten them.
The Dukes had a few
highlights in the match.
Randy Denbigh pinned
Steve Passino at lSO-poumds
and Dan Corbin gave Mark
Jarofz a tough match at 177pounds losing 8-7.
This Saturday JMU hosts
Virginia Tech, Towson State
and
possibly
Indiana

University of Pennsylvania.
The match to be held in
Godwin Hall may included the

return of the Dukes 158-pound
Vic Bowman, action begins at
1:00 p.m.

Archery wins honors

The
James
Madison
University archery team won
the
mixed
competition
Saturday at the Eastern Indoor Archery Chmapionships
at East Stroudsburg State
College.
The
JMU
team
of
sophomore
Janet
McCuUough and freshmen Sue
King, Rob Kaufhold and Steve
Falzone won the mixed team
competition with 2106 points.
Ramapo College finished
second of the nine mixed
teams with 2057 points.
Kaufhold placed second
among the 90 archers in the
men's collegiate division with
a 549 while McCullough
finished fifth among the- 54
archers in the women's
collegiate division with a 522.
of misunderstandings conKing placed eighth, JMU
cerning intramural coverage junior Sandy Williams 12th,
in The Breeie, rankings will senior Diane Jeffrey 19th and
no longer be included in sophomore Susanne Woody
coverage of intramurals. 2lst in the women's division.
From now on, results and
Falzone finished 10th and
information about intramural JMU sophomore John Grace
events will be compiled by 55th in the men's division.
Intramural and Recreational
Former JMU All-America
Director George Toliver and archers Bob Ryder and Ray
his staff for publication in The Stone finished ninth and 25th,
Breeze. However, The Breeze respectively, in the adult
will have occasional features men's division.
on interesting events during
the intramural season.

DON'T MAKE
A$500°°
MISTAKE!

More than 450 archers
participated in the tournament.
JMU will compete in a
tournament in Montreal this
weekend.
The
James
Madison
University fencing team
defeated the University of
Virginia 12-4 but lost to
California State College (Pa.)
10-6 and to Perm State 16-0 in
a quadrangular meet a Penn
State on Saturday.
JMU sophomore Kathy Huff
led JMU in the week's action
with a 10-6 record. Huff was
undefeated in four bouts
against both Virginia and
Caldwell and did not allow a
touch to be scored against her
in the four bouts against
Virginia.
Sophomore Leslie McArthur
compiled a 9-6 record last
week.
JMU, 4-5, hosts Randolph
Macon Woman's College on
Tuesday (Feb. 13) and travels
to Mary Baldwin College on
Wednesday. The Duchesses
will then host William and
Mary and Mary Baldwin
College in a tri-meet on
Saturday (Feb. 16).
0

Rule
Volkswagen
Honda
First!

BE SURE
YOUR
NEXT CAR
ISA
FRONT-WHEEL
DRIVE
AUTOMOBILE!
(Available With or
Without a Catalyst)

To be given away
all day Saturday.

There Are Other
Reasons, Too!
1990 Volkswagen Rabbit

M-T-W-S
9:304

Come In For
A Test Drive!
Let One of Our
Salesmen Show
You The Savings1.

VOLKSWAGEN—HONDA
ROUTE 11 SOUTH, STAUNTON
N.C. Olr. 1570
PhoM M* 235; w 942 7110-OHH Dirty I lo I; M Day S»(.
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UPB BILLBOARD
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IN CONCERT:
.

TANTRUM

II

Thursday, Feb 21
WUU8-12pm

This Weekend: 7&10 p.m

BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
WINNER N. Y.FILM CRITICS AWARDS

* * GREAT * *
ROCK'N'ROLL!!!

'A Clockwork Orange' is one of the
few perfect movies I have seen in my
lifetime. -flex Reed, N.Y. Sunday News

CARMEN JONES
& STORMY WEATHER

ftTAMLEY KUBRICKS

Both films- Wed., Feb. 20
7p.m. G/S Theatre

ADMISSION IS $ LOO

FEB 22&23
7:30 & 9:30

********
^M^^^^^MW¥WWWMWMM¥MMMW¥WWM¥WW¥VMWWW*M

Appearing in:

.

<Tbecee»ter#ttic
Charlie Raneke
and"CLOUD VALLEY"
Tuesday , Feb. 19 at 8:30
admission $1.00

It was the Deltas against the
rules... the rules lost!
NATIONAL

LAMFttN.

A Great Weeknight Study
Break
*MM»i

ANIMAL UWIfW

WAPWAAWWWWWWWVMWWVWAm W^WWWWWW"*'**'*1
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Fdr Safe

FOB YOUR VALENTINE:

New W carat
wygMMnt ring, Four-prong

Tiffany MtttajTValitt l»»
(have appraisal). Fo* saletsoooo 5n 4M-7ti» alter
4:00.
TYPING: Protestant) wort,
t>aw IBM equipment, thesta,
r«um«, manuscripts, term
papers, etc. 43M6B5 days, 8283882 evenings.
TYPING SERVICE: Over 16
years experience; dtosertations. thsaes. etc. » cents

Our Hero

By Matt Wagner
-THft&g Ujg'iKD THIM>4' ■ tttAose XT'S FUALH!

CONQUER YOUR TEST
ANXIETY: Send for this
booklet presenting an effective stop by step program
for relieving test anxiety.
Easy technique to learn and
use. Based on most recent
research findings. Sand $2.50
to: Teat Consultants, P.O. Box
108, Bridgewater, Va. 22S12.
FOR SALES: Must sell
housing contract
please
contact Jane at 433-4783 or
Box 3042
STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Sales and Service. Immediate
delivery on all Equipment and
accessories.
Will Accept
trade— ins.
Full local
warranty and free set up. Call
Bob at 4619.

For Rent

v

FOR RENT: 2—Bedrooms,
share bath; Male or Female
for summer and fall. 2 blocks
from college.
Call Mrs.
Rodes, 85 Grattan St. Tel.
434-8492.

By Tom Arvis

Roommates

P-So,/rMWBW\
o» MOUJ ytu view
WF siniATVHC

Wanted
MEN! WOMEN!: Jobs on
snips! American. Foreign. No
experience required
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer Job or career. Send
$3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept K-2, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
96362.
WANTED: Addresserr *'
wort at home. No experience
necessary—excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas,
TX. 75231.

By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
HOW,
NOHIMO&THAHdm.He
NOT PERM OURSELVES
TDBeOVBKOMEItfTHA
\NBUM/SSIL£A1APNE9S,A
}
MINPI&SRENEHHLOF
I UHRBSTRJCTW COMPETITION.

BZFORZ TTIS TOO LATE, HBMUST
MOVE V RATIFY SALT. SALT
IS NOT A UNILATERAL FAVOR
WE ARE DO/NS THE SOVIET UNION,-,
WE SHOUU* NOT8E PENALIZING '
OURSELVES FOR SOVIET BER/MOR! I

BXCUSE ME.C0N6RES5MAN
ANDERSON, BUT ARE** c**..,
SURB YOU'RE A RBPUBLICAN? WU SURE PONT
SOUNP LIKE A REPUBLICAN! \

6RBAT.

HEY, BUT WHAT
DO I KNOUT I'M
A DEMOCRAT.

Lost
LOST: Set of keys on a
leather key chain at the
stadium ski club party.
Reward offered.
Contact
Laura at 4640.
LOST: Glasses in Bluestone
Area. If found, please call
433-0267.
LOST: Engraved key ring
with five keys on it Rewi_.
rard.
Call Jennifer at 58» or 5826 or
5027. P.O. Box 842.
NOTICE:
ALL PERSONALS AND CLASSIFIEDS
MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE,
WITH > YOUR
NAME, PHONE NUMBER,
AND BOX NUMBER ON THE
AD OR THEY WILL NOT BE
PUBLISHED.
THE
DEADLINES
ARE
5:00
TUESDAY
FOR
THE
FRIDAY PAPER AND 5:00
FRIDAY
FOR
THE
TUESDAY
PAPER
BREEZE BUSINESS
MANAGER.

l&.ITUILLTmHXBTHAN
HORTATORY EXPRESSIONS ABOUT
LEADERSHIPDRESTORBOUR
\ PLA6&N6 NATIONAL FORTUNES.
I THAT'S WHY TMRUNNJN6

« AND VMS mi NEW
§ VOmSUFPORJ!

weimr
ANDERSON!

THANK YOU.
COULDYOU

ANDERSON!
\

BUSSmtiN?
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7BUMBHCH
TOmiDIHE

SURE. DO
VOUNEEP
A LIFT?
/
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ToGtnny C. WaIsh-365 days of
mucho happiness have made
me a better person. Let's do it
again-River Road, Rehobeth,
Bridgewater Car Shows,
fantasy apartments, and
"Shh-I thought I heard
something! "Maybe this year
Buck Clayton won't be so
cumbersome and make more
noise. I love you. Cajon.
DIAL 4162: If you believe
Easiness is the best way, Love
to work with VIRILE JMU
men, Foxy ladies too. Ask
now for Melissa Darling.
KB: Things could work out,
if given time. There just
seems to be a problem with
communication, one that can
be resolved. Inhibitions were
made to be overcome. T
GUESS WHO: I've been
wondering where you have
been lately, so I gazed into my
crystal ball and have found
you sick in Northern Va. I
know you are feeling better
and I will be glad to see you
this weekend. WIZARD.
SANDY:
HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY. RUSS.
Dear
Sparkey,
Jackie,
Drewgy, Shroomie. Cookie,
and
of
course,
Dumpling: Being at the top means
putting up with other's petty
jealousies along the way. But
you don't have to worry about
these unenlightened ones!
Good luck and LONG LIVE
DEBRIS!!Love, Kathy, Beth,
and Lee.
DEBORAH-(Easy and once
confused) Happy Valentines
Day-Hope you can make it to
Spring Break, dorm www— ~~weekends can get tiring.ONCE INTERESTED.

I

TIMMY WIGGINS: Happj
Valentine's Day, sweetie!
Thanks for the talk Tuesday^
glad we're back on the right
track.
Get psyced for
tonight
ready to lose
together? You know I amf
Love ya! P.I.N.K.
FERNANDO LAMAS:
Happy Valentine's Day! Who
is Ronald Coleman? Who the
hell cares?
Jack D. and
George T. forever!
Love
always, Lonestar. "**■'
YUCKSIE:
Congrats on
your new job!
Cement
shoes?? Thanks-for get well
wishes. (I'm trying to get
well) Happy, Happy Valentine's Day! Much love,
Muffin.

HEH, DINGLEDINE A103
SPAZFACES- happy
Valentines
Day;
may
doooeyness abound! And look
out Florida, cui we're coming
your way!!!
TO
THE
BUSINESS
MANAGER'S SECRETARY:
I hope you return to work
soon. My typing skills are a
bit rusty, and I don't want to
have to get a replacment.
BUSINESS MANAGER.
CHARLES:
Happy bir
thday. Your Coach and Boss.

DEAR PAL: I've loved you
for 2 years, 6 months, and 4
days, and I've only just
begun! Happy Valentine's
Day.
Love Always, Your
May.
BROWN EYES: Why are
things so complicated?!! I
love you and always will.
When can we go to the
mountains?! Take Care of
yourself for„me, 'Please!
Happy Valentine's Day, Babe.
Cindo.
S. BIRD one vacuum-nose
jealous of a long distance
trooper and a cute German
kid. Hope you survive your
problems! Hapy 22nd!N-Bird.

TO ALISON: On the 14th of
February; Ides Love You,
from Chris.
ANIMAL COOKIE: Trust is
something which must be
gained, not given. Things
worth having are those which
are worth working for, and
believe me, it's worth it. Let's
be happy, and ...Happy
Valentine's Day Sweetheart.
Love you, Sport.

HUFFMAN B204: Happy
YD.
Karen,
Germaine,
Diane, Hunter, Sara, and Lise.
Buy some clothespinsSprings coming! Little "F".

IKENBERRY:
A 303A,
303C, B 201C, 2D or not 2D?
Nights are forever! Happy
Valentine's Day! 2D.

DAVID: I miss you. Happy
Valentine's
Day!
Your
Greensboro Valentine, Love,
Robin.

"""^T^

SPO: Please know that I
love you and am with you.
Seek and you will find...you're
so special to me, you must be
to Him. Things have got to
change! He promised! Love,
Spo(Rae).
FUNNY FACE: It's only
the beginning for us in so
many ways. We'll be sharing
valentine's for ever. 8 more
months til the beginning of our
new life together... as one. I
love you with all my heart,
Valentine. Your Kisses.

KOMPETENT
KATHY:
thanks a whole lot for being
that image of shining perfection that fills the gaps when
we can't. Happy Valentine's
Day, Martha and Charles.

KATHY:
Happy Valentine's Day! The little Pres
wins it all! We'll have to
celebrate! I'm glad your nine
month fear didn't come true.
Love ya lots and thanks for
being you. I may not say it
alot but I love you. John.
B—VILLE SlfTKAPvCft^
ed life has done you right and
toned your curves! Though
you have a half—greek
boyfriend, Please be my
Valentine, Ivan.
PITTY AND DANA: Happy
Valentine's Day, "Lusty".
WARNING:
James
Madison
University
has
warned that I may be very
dangerous to your health...but
isn't everything these days!!
"The Impossible Dream"
what will it unveil?
LEWTON:
Happy
Valentine's Day, Sugar Pie!
And Happy lyear, lmonth,
and lday Anniversary. I love
you—now and Always. Pearl.

J.A.T.: I'm not from where
I seem to be from; I'm not as
dum as I seem to be Dumb.
Sat. night visitors.

To the Nelson Family and
AU of JMU.Happy Valentines
Day. I'm really glad to be a
part of a winning tradition.
Love Duke III.
M.G.-I just wanted to wish you
a Happy Valentines Day. I
don't know why-I guess it's
because you are "so nice" to
me. I have a Valentines
present for you you can come
by and get it anytime. Hope to
see you again soon. Lots of
Love, B. (P.S. Remember-it's
just your body I'm after!)

SISTER: Take a lesson from
the Autumn leaves, they
waste no time waiting for the
snow. Commander Quark.

TO YOU KNOW WHO: I
need you now. BADLY. Please
contact me. My box number
is 1366, not ?.
S.G.I.: Happy Valentine's
Day! This should be one of
many valentines to all of you.
You're the best! A.M.G.

MARVELOUS MARTHA: you
asked for this so here's how it
goes: I work my butt off and
feel like killing, and then I see
those sparks fly from your
fingertips and I know you're
right behind me. Happy
Valentine's Day, Love Charles
(Coach).

TICKLE Y PITS: Sorry
about
all
the
water
lately...you kept us both
afloat. Thanks for all you've
done.
Happy Valentine's
Day! Yours Forever, Tickley
Buns.

MISTRESS
M ALONE Y:
thank you for the birthday
card. It's my only written
proof of age. Happy Valen
tine's Day, Charles.

DEAR HONEYBUNS:
alias Wholesome Hoagie,
Sorry about the missed
payment. Will you still be my
friend?
You're Valentine
Scrawger.

NO TOM, DICK, AND
HARRY'S, HUH? So, I eat my
words once again. All the
candy and flowers in the world
couldn't add up to be as sweet
or as delicately beautiful as
the last 2 years of my life have
been, thank you, l.r.w.
Always, SPO (a lias Skeeter).
P.S. And, yes, you guessed
right again. Oh, hey, no more
spinning around like my
mon's little rat.0.
ratO.K.?!!
TO All MY
SWEETHEARTS
FOUR: Happy
day. Love your
mirer. P.S. Keep
work.

ON LINE
Valentine's
secret adup the good

MAT: Happy Valentine's
Day to my stupid Roo—Roo.
Thanks for two of the crazest
and best years of my life. I'll
love you always, niw*''"''
CHUCK HERBS: Don't let
that boy scare you away. It's
just you and me honey!
Roberta, your woman.
BREEZE STAFF:
It's
Timmy Paasche and not
Timmy Poasch.
Thank
youe
Timmy
Grandmothere.
KRIS—So no one wrote you a
personal, huh? Well, Happy
Valentines Day—so there! (I
really do hope it's happy
though) M.
JEWEL—"A
friend
is
someone who can see through
you, but still enjoys the
show." Sure do miss you. Can
you believe in two months
we'll be preparing for Charles
City? I'm psyched. Happy
Valentines Day. Love, Maur.
SCHNECK-Due to lack of
various
necesseties,
my
ability to compose an original
valentine has been inhibited.
My
humble
apologies,
hopefully I will be better
equiped to reciprocate one of
equal
quality
next
time.FRITZ

YOKO: how many ways can
I say how much I love you
without getting redundant?
You have made such a difference in my life—changed it
so much for the better, that It
gets beyond description.
We're gonna make It By the
way, I'm sure you'll make an
exceilant photographer. ALL
MY LOVE, JOHN
PATTI:Sorry, I didn't get
your candy. But drop by
anytime and I'll treat you to a
huge candy bar. JOE
ALL
FOOD
SERVICE
GIRLS:— Help, I need a date
for a semi-formal. Reply by
9:00 pm. to the TONGUE. SS
TRI-SIGMA: Here is a toast to
our first annual Valentines
Dance -S.
WILD
ONES:
Happy
Valentines Day! I know I don't
get to see You much anymore,
but I still wish you all the best.
LOVE AND KISSES AND
WATER, DR. MARK
SPECIAL FRIEND-and you
are special. Thanks for you
Love and happy valentines
day!
PREPPIES: LMB. DR.
GOD
BRYAN AND ANN: Happy
Valentines day, from the both
of us. LOVE AND KISSES,
JOHN AND YOKO
AMERICAN—IN—
LONDON—We miss you and
wish you a Happy Valentines
Day. Keep these letters
coming. The reason you
haven't received any Breezes
before this is 'cuz we've been
lying to you—this is the first
Breeze of the semester. We
haven't been able to figure out
how to put one together
without you until now. Love
and kisses from all. You
better be missing us. Love the

""-JIP I's it like to

go to becT before 4 a.m. on
Sunday
and
Wednesday
nights?
FELLOW
ANIMALS:
you're still the ones. P R
WILD
ONES:
Happy
Valentines Day, add this to all
the rest THE BLUE NUN
""^te^

JA—"Someday soon"—don't
give up hope—I haven't.
Thanks in advance for this
weekend: I know it'll be great.
Remember the days of
F.L.E.&0.? I want 'em back
again, (at least part of them) I
love you and still say "If only
you believe like I believe...
Let's see what we can dotogether. Thanks for loving,
caring " and wanting me
enough to try.
Happy
Valentines Day. I do love you.
M.
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As gold goes up
dollar goes down

Patients sick of Health Center
By MARK JORDAN LEG AN
He woke up with it. It was
just a little cough, nothing
major. But, it got worse. He
fought the cough and the cold
with everything he could think
of: aspirin, soup, vitamin C,
Vicks. Nothing was working.
He knew the time had come.
He would have to go to the
Health Center. He had heard
all the horror stories about the
place. But, there was nothing
else he could do.
After leafing through two
issues of Popular Mechanics
magazine that had been
published before the Great
Depression, Bernie looked up
ana saw a young man waving
to him from the hallway.
Bernie didn't recognize him,
but, then again, who would he
recognize in bunny pajamas?
The guy with the tacky
pajamas waved again and
whispered:
"Hey, Pal! Come over
here!,r
Bernie
shrugged
and
walked over to him. The guy
shook his hand and said,"Hi,
my name's Clint."
"Oh, that's nice," Bernie
said, trying to figure out the
guy's sickness. They were still
shaking hands. "Urn .. .why
are you here? The flu?"

nm

what the nurses have! I've
"Oh, no. I have a very fatal
never had a chance to get
skin disease."
better. You gotta help me!"
Bernie looked down at their
"My god, another JMU
shaking hands and screamed.
mess."
"Hey, buddy! I was only
"JMU? What's the U for?"
kidding," Clint said, laughing.
Clint asked.
"That's a big joke here."
"University, man. You,
"I would think your
know that."
pajamas would be the big
"University?? We finally
joke."
made it to that? I knew we
"Hey, can it, buddy! You
would!"
think I want to wear these?
Bernie swallowed hard.
The nurse gave them to me."
"Hey, h how long you been in
Bernie coughed loudly.
here?"
CUnt's face looked worried.
Just then, a large nurse
"Hey, buddy, you don't have a
grabbed Clint in the funny
cold, do you? Oh my God, get
pajamas, and dragged him
out while you can. If they get
down the hall.
their hands on you, they'll
"Help me, buddy. Get in
never let you go!"
touch with 60 minutes!
"What are you talking
Anybody! If I eat one more
about?"
warmed-over Sloppy Joe, I'll
"That's why I called you
go nuts!" With that, he was
over here! I want you to help
gone. The nurse slammed the
me escape."
room door.
"Escape?"
Bernie was in shock. Was all
"Good God, man, don't you
that true? Naw, it couldn't be
know? There are over a dozen
That guy was crazy. Just sit
escapes a night."
down and wait for the doctor.
"Why?"
It was all a gag. Bernie turned
"Why? WHY? It's hell in
to go the the waiting room,
here! All I came in with was
when he heard someone
an ingrown toenail. They
whispering at him. He turned
asked my to stay overnight.
and saw a girl in sailboat
That was my big mistake. I
pajamas standing, in her,
did stay . . . and I've never
room.
left. If I don't catch what
person next to me has, I catch
tcFy* (Continued on Page 23)
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By ED CAMPION
■
They say that all that glitters is not gold, but in these days when
gold's value has soared, a better expression might be all that is
gold is not always good, especially for the United States. The
value of this metal now may please a few individuals who were
smart enough to. invest when gold was going for less than one
hundred dollars an ounce as late as 1971, but for the country as a
whole, the jump in price is hurting the economy of the U.S. while
benefiting some of the'least deserving of countries.
It is true that the United States has probably the largest gold
reserve, with more than 8 and a half tons of the precious stuff. In
dollars, that is roughly $220 billion. With that much in the
treasury, the U.S. could actually buy back all those U.S. dollars
held in reserve by foreign banks. The U.S. Treasury is once again
solvent thanks to the price of gold. But that is where the gold stops
being good for the U.S. with the bad quickly outweighing the
good.
The more the value of gold goes up, the more the value of the
dollar goes down. One thing that feuls this is psychological fear.
People look at the price of gold, start thinking that their dollar is
only worth one-sixth or seven hundreth the value of an ounce of
gold, and so they run out and buy some of the precious metal,
thereby driving the value of gold up and the value of the dollar
further down. Gold has always been one of man's fantasies by
holding mystical powers of life-long security, but the general
public must now wake up and realize they are in a Catch-22
situation. If all of this wasn't bad enough, gold is doing more to
benefit counties who either don't need the increased wealth, of
don't deserve it.

The biggest group that doesn't need the wealth is of course that
wonderfulgroup of guys from OPEC. If you have been wondering
where all these U.S. dollars were going, you can stop wondering.
OPEC has well into a billion-dollar surplus of U.S. dollars and has
taken that money and invested it in gold, once again pushing that
price up and pushing the dollar down. And, because
JafMiP
goes down, the oil-exporting countries turn around and announce
that they will have to raise their prices due to the dwindling
buying power of the dollar. It must be nice to be in a business
where you create a profit and also control the means to insure the
profits will continue to go up.
Another undeserving benefactor of the gold boom is South
Africa. Last year 700 tons, more than half the world's production,
came from the apartheid regime The price boom has helped
South Africa in that every $10 per ounce jump increases the
country's foreign exchange earrings by $200 million annually.
South Africa's reserves have gone from $2.5 billion to well over $7
billion, making it the world's richest nation per capita. The.
government of South Africa is taking this wealth and spreading it
around a bit by proposing a 10 percent tax cut for 1961. The one
group in South Africa who probably will not benefit from all this
are the black laborers who dig the ore out of the ground for $40 per
week, thereby holding down the cost of prodiction to a fraction of
its value. No country that has the racist policy of South Africa
deserves to be enjoying the benefits of the increased value of gold,
especially at the expense of the majority of its population.
The Soviet Union is yet another nation that is experiencing
unjustified profits. Russia was exporting as much as 500 tons of
gold, but it has now cut that amount in half, probably taking the
oil countrys' idea that it is better to keep your resource in the
ground and watch the price go up. One might even wonder if
they stopped exporting so much because they knew how much
the price would go up once they attacked Afghanistan. If that is
the case, then the Soviets must be admired. After all, how many
countries can cut the export of a product in half and then create a
world-wide atmosphere which will increase the value of that
produced?
What all this means is that the increase in the price of gold has
done very little to benefit the United State, and has had quite
some benefit for some of our least liked neighbors. For the sake
of the United States economy, let us hope another old expression
holds true: Whatever goes up, must come down.
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Readers' Foru
Two new aspects of abortion issue discussed
i the editor:
The Breeie should be
•mmended for its recent
iblishing of articles and
tters on abortion. This
.ntroversial subject is very
>plicable to college students
id these recent articles have
sen very informing and
llightening.
It seems all sides have been
presented and all issues
uched, except for two:

fe-Debris
s the editor:
I've been at this school for
st about four years. Since
y freshman year I have read
any articles written by poor,
isguided fools who seem to
ink their snappy opinions
ould be of interest to the
impus However, this year's
*ticles win hands down.
«U's "Gator Girl" last
•mester was my favorite
cample of a totally worthless
union, but now The Breeze
is reached an all-time low.
n article that lacks taste,
eativity and especially
devance. I am, of course,
leaking about the guestspot
ritten by David Letson, Feb.
that criticized JMU's punk
ind Debris. I can't believe
tis boy could think of nothing
jtter to do than tear down a
oup of people who put much
their time into rehearsing
lusic. Anybody that is in a
ind knows how much time
id mental discipline it takes
i get together a number of
>ngs. The men in Debris
take music for fun not profit.
hey are anything but money ingry. Anybody that has
Mowed them knows this,
bey decided to get together
ist year for a single party,
at for the fun of it—just to
id something different, a
umge from the boring
eaver parties. That's all...
bunch of guys spending their
ee time doing something
instructive. Maybe Mr.
etson should spend more
me developing a mind that
>mes near the level of most
)Uege students rather than
hipping his pet chicken in
ie closet His article said
rthing. The article did
jthing except show cruelty
ad ignorance on his part.
'hat Isaw on Jan. 24 waa six
jys overwhelming a couple
indred college students, a lot
smiles, yells, and in overall
Md time. What I saw on Fob.
in The Breete was a sorry
ttempt at effective criticism,
just cant believe that be waa
leased with such a large
lare of stupidity. It is
robably the lousiest article
/er submitted to The Breese.
hope be doesn't go around
imltting that he attends
MU to people at home
ecause we don't need the
^meaning publicity. Yes, Mr.
etson has brought a new
leaning to the words inability
od incompetence. In the
iture, please keep all your
jinions behind your closet
Mr.
lichael Perri

1. In one recent issue it was
said that six million babies
are aborted each year,
however, the writer failed to
include the large percentage
of those babies who. were
conceived in forced sexual
intercourse—rape.
There
were over 154,000 rapes
reported in the United States
last year. This is an estimated
10 percent of the total. In the
many letters supporting prolife, not one letter mentions
rape. Where does pro-life
stand on this issue? In several
letters, writers mention that
abortion is wrong in the eyes
of God. I would like to know, is
rape forgiven in the eyes of
God, and abortion isn't?
Where does God draw a line
between what is forgivable? Is
an abortion because of rape
different from abortion due to
carelessness? Recently, I
talked with someone who was
raped and found out weeks
later that she was pregnant.
She aborted the baby. Is there

Justice in carrying an unwanted baby that was conceived while an insane man
held a knife to her throat?
How can someone say that
nine months is a small price to
pay?
2. Rape is an important
issue in abortion, but more
debatable are the aborted
pregnancies due to someone's
"mistake." This is the hardest
and most sad problem to
comprehend. In the U.S.,
where the illiterate rate is
low, why are people so
unknowledgeable about
pregnancy? Isn't it true that
to find solutions it's best to
start at the related causes of
the problem? The most important related cause and a
reason for the large amounts
of unwanted pregnancies, is
the lack of good sex education
programs in schools and in the
home. It's shocking to realize
how naive students are in
relation to birth control. I find
it hard to comprehend that
people are wasting their time

(ouuon)

Student with national recognition

JMU makes Newsweek
To the editor:
We found this in the Feb. 11,
I960 edition of Newsweek in a
special
section
called
"College Digest: Newsweek."
We thought it would be interesting to your readers to
know that we finally got some
national recognition. Being
the responsible, conscientious
students that we are, we felt
that it waa our duty to see that
it reached The Breese. (Not to
mention the fact that we love
to see our name in print.)
Therefore, here is that hot
news item:
i.

"Not far away, however, at
James Madison University in
Virginia, another group of 41
bumped dormiet is living it
up. Seems their school
decided to tease rooms for
them at a local Howard
Johnson's Motor
Lodge,
complete with color TVs.
swimming pool privileges and
other motel amenities. Will
they return to campus when
roams become available? No
way."
Jerry BYrd
Tim Gumming!

Breeze requests letters
The Breeze welcomes
letters and editorials
regarding campus, local,
state, national and international issues. All
letters and editorials are
subject to editing and
should include the author's
name.
address
and
telephone number.
Unsolicited editorials can
be found under the

Guestspot logo, and letters
to the editor come under
Reader's Forum. All other
editorials and columns on
these pages that carry a
by-line represent the
opinion of an individual
Breeze staff member and
not necessarily the opinion
of the Breeze. Editorials
representing the opinion of
the Breeze do not carry a
by-line.

and millions of dollars supporting pro-life and proabortion groups, when that
time and money could be
spent on sex education. The
only
major
organization
tackling the sex education
problem is the U.S. Department of Health. This department just doesn't have the
public support through money
it really needs to increase sex
education programs. Imagine
what could be done if the
combined power of pro-life
and pro-abortion groups were
appropriated
to
sex

education? The Supreme
Court decision on abortion
was in 1972, it has been eight
years and nothing has
changed but the teen-age
pregnancy rate, which has
increased. Isn't it time some
other steps were taken? Sex
education could be a start
Abortion, right or wrong,
will always be a debatable
issue. We've been debating it
for years. Obviously, debating
the issue hasn't done any
good. Isn't it time something
else ws done?
Sue Fitch

Coaching criticized
To the editor:
I would like to know under
what premises are the
coaches at JMU selected on. It
seems to me some of the
choices
are
rather
questionable as far as ability
goes. I'm referring to one
coach in particular. I am not
meaning to discredit him but,
rather I would like to add
some thoughts for consideration. Should a coach be
payed to sit at his desk "doing
work" while his athletes
practice? I think it is the
coach's responsibility to be
with the athletes during the
entire practice. This way he
can see all that goes on and
can
make
accurate
assessments of his athletes.
He can catch mistakes early
and
correct
them
by
demonstrating proper
techniques.
How can a coach possibly
know where each of the
athletes are in development of
skills if he's not there but for a
few minutes at a time? He
can't possibly know the
strengths and weaknesses of
each individual It's certainly
not right to push the
responsibility on the athletes
to coach each other, they have
enough just concentrating on
their own problems. Just as a
teacher wouldn't expect his
students to lecture to themselves; a coach should not
expect his athletes to train by
themselves.
A coach should be able to
guide bis team and instill in
them a sense of unity and

worth. Unfortunately, Coach
Charles Arnold (swimming
and diving) has overlooked
this point. If he expects a first
rate team be should act like a
first rate coach. Instead of
spending 5 minutes criticizing
his team, be should spend 2
hours building up their
strengths. An athlete can take
only so much of the demands
placed upon him and then be
berated for not achieving
them.
If Coach Arnold would stop
criticizing and start instructing maybe he would
have his winning team. As it
looks now he is wasting his
talents and those of the
athletes. I hope he will take
some constructive criticism
and start giving some of his
own. If he's lucky, he might be
able to salvage the team's
morale and come out with a
happy, dedicated team. That
in itself would be a great
victory.
Nancy S. Bonaafe
Editors note: In reply to the
above letter. Coach AraaM
stated that he does not
"criticize" a group, rather be
discusses their performance.
"If they don't perform well I
tell them, and if they do
perform well, I tell them."
Arnold also observed that the
author was writing as article
witliau t herself betag Involved
with the team, or having any
lacteal information."
Bonaafe Is not a member of
the iwim team.

^Health
(Continued from Page 22)
She waa chained to a chair.
She bad a letter in her hand.
"Hey, buddy, do me a favor.
Get this letter to my parents!
Please."
'Uh. . urn. .uh. ." Bernie
stuttered.
"Please! Get this tetter to
them!"
"Why are .. urn. .you
chained to a chair?"
"So I won't try to run away
again. I got as far as Midway
once."
Oh, come on. First Clint,

now you! This can't be true.'!;
Bernie felt a hand on his.
shoulder. He turned. It waa,'
the nurse who had subdued'
Clint
"Are you Bernie Nats?" the
nurse mumbled.
"No! No, I'm not! I'm with
Building and Grounds! Just
checking around! Everything
looks fine. Just fine. So long.
Bernie bolted out of the
Health Center. He never
returned. Not until he finished
all his schooling. Then, he did
return. As a doctor.
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Iran
By VANCE RICHARDSON
President Carter doesn't
seem to be under any pressure
to resolve the crisis in Iran
resulting from the seizure of
the American Embassy and
the holding of 50 American
hostages, according to the
head of the political science
department here.
Calling the embassy seizure
a "grave provocation tantamount to conditions of war,"
Dr. William Nelson said mat
while the United States has
done nothing to resolve the
crisis for more than 100 days,
Carter's popularity has increased dramatically.
Nelson's comments, and
those of three other James
Madison University faculty
members, came during a
panel discussion entitled
"New Perspectives on Iran."

Crisis continues; resolution still evasive
the shah's modernizing of the
country, doesn't support the
ayatollah, and neither do the
leftists in Iran, she said.
The new Iranian Constitution established a "true
theocratic state" in which the
religious leader makes the
final decisions, she said.
But Knickrehm wonders
how long the present government in Iran can last. The
ayatollah is old, she said, and
with the masses not united,
Knickrehm said it is her expectation that "it will be very
difficult to maintain the
present constitutional system
in Iran.
DR. WADE WHEELOCK,
who teaches a course here on
Islam, outlined the historical
background of the religion as

'Political unity in ban
kept alive through occupation
of American Embassy*
The Pre-Legal Society and
InternationalRelations
Association sponsored the
discussion.
According to Dr. Kay
Knickrehm of the political
science department,
the
political unity that existed in
Iran after the overthrow of the
shah is being kept alive
through the occupation of the
American Embassy.
She noted the Khomeini has
the support of the majority of
Iranians, but this majority is
not organized or united
politically. The middle class,
which benefited the most from
.-'
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it pertains to the present
situation in Iran.
Although the founder of
Islam, Mohammed, didn't
start organizing the faith until
622 A.D., by 700 A.D. Islam
had conquered a vast empire
stretching form the southern
tip of Spain to North Africa to
the Persian Empire. This
incredible expansion brought
great power to the ruling elite,
contrary to the ideals of Islam
which
call
for
a
reorganization of society to
eliminate
social
class
distinction, he said.
Soon the powerful leaders of
the Islamic Empire were at
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odds with the religious leaders
who still maintained the ideals
of Mohammed. This contradiction, Wheelock said,
formed the basis of the conflict between the Ayatollah
Khomeini and the Shah of
Iran.
WITH THE shah there was
absolute power in the hands of
the few, whereas the deeply
religious
Shiite
Moslem
majority in Iran insisted that
someone with direct contact
with Allah (God) should rule
according to His will,
Wheelock said. The Shiites are
against rule by law and
believe the holy men should
run the courts.
The majority of Iranians
believe
the
Ayatollah
Khomeini is a leader with
divine knowledge of how Allah
wants Islam to be ruled—
hence the Islamic Revolution
installed him as absolute ruler
of Iran, Wheelock said.

According to Dr. William
Weber, the U.S. is still faced
with the problem of protecting
its interests abroad and yet
avoiding intervention. "The
Iranian crisis has dragged up
an old problem that has been
around for 10 years, he said."
r/.Wi
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WEBER OUTLINED what
he referred to as "certain
inconsistencies in American
foreign policy in regards to
Iran over the past five years."
During the Nixon-Kissinger
era of foreign policy, America
slowly disengaged from the
ideals of the Kennedy Administration to go anywhere
to uphold the principles of

still relied on peripheral clien
states—such
as Iran—ti
protect American interest.'
abroad.
PRESIDENT CARTER'!
approach to foreign policj
leaned toward liberal neo
isolationism, Weber said. H<
talked of troop withdrawal;
from
South
Korea

f

H will be very difficult
to maintain the present
constitutional system in ban*
democracy. Nixon began to
rely on certain strong client
states to maintain order in
various parts of the world,
according to Weber.
Iran became the protector
of American interests in the
Persian Gulf region, with the
shah receiving sophisticated
American weapons paid for
with oil revenue, he said.
President Ford pursued a
new approach to international
relations
labeled
"conservative neo-isolationism."
Ford came to grips with
reduced American power and
interests in the world,
however, Weber said Ford

demilitarization of the Indiai
Ocean, and generally t
reduced American presenci
abroad.
Now with the ouster of tru
shah and other America!
foreign policy problems
Carter seems to be shiftinf
back to a neo-isolationis
position similar to that of tin
Ford Administration.
The U.S. is resuming at
active military role ii
protecting American interest
abroad, Weber said, notini
recent news reports that tin
U.S. is sending a rapii
deployment force of comba
troops to the Persian Gul
region.
THE SEIZURE of th
American
Embassy
i
Teheran is "one of the mos
flagrant hostile violations c
international law," more s
than shooting down a plane o
sinking a ship on the open sea
because it is a "continuin
phenomenon," Nelson saic
"Of all the principles c
international law, diplomati
immunity is the bedrock" tha
governs the relations betwee
states, he said
Nelson noted that both th
United States and Iran ar
signatories to the Vienn
Convention of Internatkwu
Law of 1961 which guarantee
the security of embassies an
the immunity of
thei
diplomatic personnel. Th
treaty states "the premises c
the mission shall be ii
violable," he said.
Though the radicals holdin
the American hostages ar
demanding the return of th
former Shah of Iran. Nelso
said that "extradition unde
international law is availabl
only under the conditions of
treaty signed between tw
countries." He noted that th
U.S. and Iran have no sue
treaty. "There is simply n
international law covering th
condition we find the shah i
today," he said

